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This report presents aerodynamic data obtained from a joint Langley Research Center 
(LaRC)/Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) Space Shuttle abort stage separation wind tunnel 
test. The . 00556 scale models of the McDonnell-Douglas orbiter and booster configurations 
were tested in close proximity using dual balances in Tunnel A of the Von Karman Facility 
(VKF), Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) during the time period of April 21 to 
April 27, 1971. Data were obtained for both booster and orbiter over an angle of attack range 
from -100 to 100 for zero degree sideslip angle. The models were tested at several relative 
incidence angles and separation distances and power conditions. Plug nozzles utilizing air 
were used to simulate booster and orbiter plumes at various altitudes along a nominal ascent 
trajectory. Powered conditions were 100, 50, 25 and 0 percent of full power for the orbiter and 
100, 50 and 0 percent of full power for the booster. Pitch control effectiveness data were 
obtained for both booster and orbiter with power on and off. In addition, launch vehicle data 
with and without booster power were obtained utilizing a single balance in the booster model. 
Data were also obtained with the booster canard off in close proximity and for the launch con­
figuration. 
Plotted data for this test will be published under one data report number (DMS­
DR-1108) with seven volumes as described below: 
Volume 	 Description 
I Mach Number 5 Booster Proximity Data 
H Mach Number 5 Orbiter Proximity Data 
IHI Mach Number 3 Booster Proximity Data 
IV Mach Number 3 Orbiter Proximity Data 
V Mach Number 2 Booster Proximity Data 
VI Mach Number 2 Orbiter Proximity Data 
VIE 	 Interference Free Data for Orbiter and Booster, Launch Vehicle
 
Data, and Proximity Data for Mach Numbers 4 and 6
 
A report containingSchliereinphotographs will be published by AEDC. Schleren 
photographs were taken at -10, 0, and 10 degrees angles of attack for each pitch 
polar. 
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SUMMARY 
This report presents aerodynamic data dtained from a joint Langley Research Center 
(LaRC)/Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) Epace Shuttle abort stage sepa'ration wind tunnel 
test. The . 00556 scale models of the McDonn&ll-Douglas orbiter and booster configurations 
were tested in close proximity using dual balances in Tunnel A of the Von Karman Facility 
(VKF), Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) during the time period of April 21 to 
April 27, 1971. Data were obtained for both booster and orbiter over an angle of attack range 
from -10 to 100 for zero degree sideslip angle. The models were tested at several relative 
Incidence angles and separation distances and power conditions. Plug nozzles utilizing air 
were used to simulate booster and orbiter plumes at various altitudes along a nominal ascent 
trajectory. Powered conditions were 100, 50, 25 and 0 percent of full power for the orbiter and 
100, 50 and 0 percent of full power for the booster. Pitch control effectiveness data were 
obtained for both booster and orbiter with power on and off. In additidn, launch vehicle data 
with and without booster power were obtained utilizing a single balance in the booster model. 
Data were also obtained with the booster canard off in close proximity and forthe launch con­
figuration. 
Plotted data for this test will be published under one data report number (DMS­
DR-1108) with seven volumes as described below: 
Volume Description 
I Mach Number 5 Booster Proximity Data 
11 Mach Number 5 Orbiter Proximity Data 
III Mach Number 3 Booster Proximity Data 
IV Mach Number 3 Orbiter Proximity Data 
V Mach Number 2 Booster Proximity Data 
VI Mach Number 2 Orbiter Proximity Data 
VII Interference Free Data for Orbiter and Booster, Launch Vehicle 
Data, and Proximity Data for Mach Numbers 4 and 6. 
A report containingschlierenphotographs will be published by AEDC. Schlieren 
photographs were taken at -f0, 0, and 10 degrees angles of attack for each pitch 
polar. 
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The two configurations tested were the MDAC orbiter and booster, 
figures 4 and 5 respectively. The orbiter is basically the configuration illus­
trated on MDAC drawing number 255BJ0050. Modifications made on the 
orbiter to allow for installation of the nozzle assembly is shown in figure 4. 
The booster configuration is basically the configuration designated 19A 
by MDAC (drawing number 256-19-0001). The body, wing, and canard of the 
booster model are that of configuration 19A except that the body does not 
have a base flare or boattail, figure 5. The vertical tails are those which 
were designed for the configuration designated 17 (drawing number 256-17-001). 
Both the orbiter and booster moddle had moveable elevons with deflection 
angles of 00, +100, and +200. Geometric characteristics are shown on the 
following pages. Figures 4, 5, and 6 are photographs showing both models 
and models with associated separation hardware. Figures 5 and 6 also show 
the trip strip installation. For Mach 5 a grit size of #26 was utilized. However, 
at the beginning of the test a grit sizing study was performed which showed a 




Two plug nozzle systems were designed and fabricated to simulate the 
rocket exhaust plume emitting from the booster and orbiter main propulsiob 
systems during staging. Each nozzle was designed based on the gasdynarniic 
-simulation parameters establish d-in Ref. 1. A variable area ratio capability 
Was incorporated into both nozzle systems to permit the proper gasdynamic 
simulation of the full scale rocket exhaust plume at the various trajectory 
conditions of interest. Photographs of the nozzle'hardvare are shown in 
figures 6, 7 and 8. 
Nozzle Calibration Test Objectives 
The 	objectives of the nozzle calibration test were:1 
o 	 Establish, experimentally, nozzle performance characteristics 
for the range of area ratio settings to be used with the booster 
and orbiter nozzles, respectively. 
o 	 Establish the deiree of plume simulation obtained with the booster 
and orbiter nozzles, respectively. 
o 	 Establish a curve (based on experimental results) of nozzle exit 
conditions as a function of nozzle area ratio setting. "1 
Nozzle Calibration 
Calibration testing of the booster and orbiter plug nozzles was accom­
plished in Tunnel C of the Arnold Engineering Develop nent:Center's Von Karmon. 
Gas Dynamic' Facility. The nozzles were tested individually at a series of area 
r tio settings. Nozzle operating conditions (chamber Pressure, Poj; and charnibr 
6 
temperature, TOj) were maintained in a range compatible with the abort staging 
test conditions. A quiescent low pressure, Pb, condition was maintained in the 
test cell. Data recorded at each area ratio s'etting included: optical data to 
determine plume shapes; static pressure measurements on the sting surface at 
the nozzle exit; nozzle mass flow measurements; and pitot pressure surveys in 
the plume at several locations downstream of the nozzle exit plane. The various 
test parameters sampled at each setting were correlated during the data evalu­
ation-to establish actual nozzle performance characteristics. 
In a parallel effort, analytical solutions of the nozzle flow field and asso­
ciated plume were generated for various area ratio settings of the booster and 
orbiter-models. A method of characteristics solution employing real gas thermo­
dynamic data for air was utilized in the calculations. Analytical results for each 
area ratio setting included: plume shape; static pressure distribution along sting 
surface; and plots of constant Mach number and constant pitot pressure contours 
in the plume flow field. These results formed a baseline for evaluating the ex­
perimentally measured performance of the plug nozzles. 
A detailed evaluation of the calibration test results has been prepared and 
presented in Reference 2. Included in this reference are curves relating 
experimentally measured nozzle performance to nozzle area ratio settings 
for both booster and orbiter. These curves were utilized to set the correct 




Abort staging was simulated by movement of the orbiter model through 
a matrix of points in the booster model flow field. Vertical and axial trans­
lation of the orbiter model was provided by an electrically driven remotely 
controlled positioning mechanish. The general arrangement of the models 
in the tunnel is shown in figure 3. The orbiter positioning mechanism and 
the booster model support were attached to the wind tunnel angle of attack 
system which provided +10-degree angle of attack variation for the booster­
orbiter combination. Incidence angle-variation was provided by manual 
adjustment of the orbiter sting. 
The orbiter positioning mechanism provided axial translation of approxi­
mately 17 inches and vertical translation of approximately 15 inches with 
respect to the booster. Aft automatic control system allowed a series of posi­
tions to be programmed prior to a t6st run. The control system had provi­
sions for 25 different x-positions and Z5 different z-positions. For these 
tests, however, only 9 x-positions and 8 z positions were utilized. All x and 
z positions except the first and last could lie switched in or out of the matrix 
as, desired. 
The automatic positioning mechanism was slaved to the angle of attack 
hT'echanism so that as a pitch sweep was completed the positioning mechanism 
8 
was released to advance to the next matrix point and as the point was reached 
the angle of attack mechanism was released for a pitch sweep. The entire 
matrix was covered in this manner and about 30 seconds were required for 
each pitch sweep in the mitrix. 
Plume simulation was provided by a single torodial nozzle in each model. 
The nozzles were designed with variable area ratio capability to permit proper 
simulation of the full-scale rocket plume at the various trajectory conditions 
of interest. Pretest -calibration of the nozzles was used to c6rrelate area ratio 
settings with measured plume shapes, nozzle mass flow, and nozzle exit static 
pressure. Air heated to approximately 100°F was supplied to the nozzles, and 
separate controls for the booster and orbiter supplies were provided. 
9
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
Tunnel A is a continuous, closed-circuit, variable density wind tunnel 
with an automatically driven flexible-plate-type nozzle and a 40- by 40-inch 
test section. The tunnel can be operated at Mach numbers from 1.5 to 6 at 
maximum stagnation pressures from 29 to 200 psia, respectively, and stag­
nation temperatures up to 7501R (M, = 6). Minimum operating pressures 
range from about one-tenth to one-twentieth of the maximum at each Mach 
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In the continuous pitch mode of data acquisition the wind tunnel 
parameters and model nozzle pressures were recorded at the beginning 
of each pitch sweep. The outputs of both balaiices and the angle of attack 
were scanned continuously at a rate of 67 times 'each second. Forty scans 
of these inputs were averaged to compute each data point, and when com­
bined with the pitch rate of approximately 1-degree per second, a data 
point was computed every 0.6 degree. Linear interpolations were made 
between data points to obtain the data for -even increments of booster 
angle of atta'ck, and the data were tabulated in 1-degree increments of 
booster angle of attack from -10 to +10 degrees. 
Schlieren photographs were automatically taken at pre-selected 
angles of attack during each pitch sweep. For these tests a photograph 
was taken near maximum, zero, and minimum angles of attack. Opening 
the camera shutter prdvided-a -photograph indicator record on the data 
tape which Was used by-the .computer to calculate the booster angle of­
attack at which the photogiaph was taken. The camera shutter speed Pom­
bined with the model pitching rate yielded in uncertainty in the tabulated 
photograph ngle of attack of approximately +0. 2 degree. -A report cdn­
taining a summary of all schlieren photographs will betpublished by AEDC. 
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The measured force and.moment data for both models were corrected 
for balance tares and reduced aboututhe respective moment reference points 
and the body axis system. The dimensional data used to reduce the orbiter 
measured data to coefficiept form are listed and defined below: 
Sref = Orbiter wing planform area = Z3. 689 in. 2 (0. 164 ft Z ) 
Iref = Orbiter wing mean aerodynamic chord = 4. 193 in. 
b = Orbiter wing equivalent span = 6.5 in. (0. 542 ft) 
The moment reference point (MRP) for the orbiter data is 4. 917 inches 
aft of the nose, on the lateral center line, and 1. 390 inches below the top 
fuselage surface. The dinmensional data used to reduce the booster measured 
data to coefficient form are listed below: 
Sref =44. 444 in. 2 = model reference area based on a full scale 
reference area of 10, 000 ft 2 (see Data Report 
DMS-DR-1054, page 6) 
Ire f b 13. 333 in. = model reference length based on a full 
scale reference length and span of 200 ft (see 
Data Report DMS-DR-1054, page 6) 
The moment reference point applicable to the booster data is 7. 528 inches 
aft of the model nose, on the booster lateral center line, and 1. 194 inches above 
the bottom fuselage surface. 
The 6X and /Z distances were referenced to the moment reference points 
of the orbiter and booster and the booster body axis system. For example, the 
6X distance is parallel to the longitudinal axis of the booster and between the 
moment reference points on the orbiter and booster. The AZ is perpendicular 
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to the longitudinal axis of the booster and that distance between the moment 
reference points on the orbiter and booster. .Values for AX and AZ' are posi­
tive when the orbiter moment reference point (MRP) is forward and above the 
booster MRP. Both AX and AZ were normalized using the booster fuselage 
length of 16. 184 inches. 
The reference lengths used to reduce the orbiter data, booster data and 
normalize the AX and AZ data were different; these different values 
are listed and discussed above. The large-negative values of pitching moment 
coefficient for the orbiter at a -'0.391 value of AX/lB and booster power 
on condition were apparent because the orbiter was in the plume of the booster. 
For each dual balance test run the orbiter and booster data were separated 
and assembled into data sets utilizing AZ/lB (SADSAC parameter name 
DELTAZ) as the first independent variable (IDPVAR(I)) and booster angle of 
attack as the second independent variable (IDPVAR(Z)) (see collation sheets). 
Test data applicable to a dZ/.iB.value of 10.0 are interference free data. 
DATA NOMINALIZING 
Varying balance and sting deflections which were caused by variations in 
model attitude and Pest cofiditions prevented the data from being obtained at 
constant values of,/ and az/IB . The differences between the nominal values 
and the values obtained during a test run were acceptable at the higher Mach 
iumbers because nf low aerodynamic loads. However, the differences 
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became appreciable at the lower Mach numbers. At the lower Mach niumbers 
(Mach numbers of ? and 3) pitch-plane coefficients (CN, CLM, and CA) for 
the booster and orbiter models were cross-plotted'versuso I 4t each booster 
angle of attack and test condition to adjust the coefficients to nominaloZ I values, 
These values were then cross-plotted versus, 4 z/l B to adjust the coefficients 
to norninalA /l B values. This nominalizing was accomplished with a digital 
computer data fairing routine which used third degree polynoniinals determined 
by the coordinates and the slope at adjacent data points. 
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SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX 
TITLE 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC Booster 
















1 - 297 
PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE: 






1. Positive directions of force coefficients 
moment coefficients, and angles are 
indicated by arrows. 
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability 
axes nave been displaced from the center 
of gravity. 
CC CmvW Y" 
0.­
n - kn 




Fis':re 1. Axis systems, showintg direction and sense of force and 
moment coefficients, angle of attack, and sideslip angle 
NASA-MSFC-MAF 
Fig. 2 - Separation Nomenclature and Moment Reference Poirts 
40-1NCH SUPERSONIC TUNNEL A
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Figure 3-General arrangement bf models IntunneLt 
High Temperature Windows 
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Fig. 4 - Mbdifications to Orbiter Model 
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Figure 1I, i otograPh o Top View of Models and Astoeiated Separation Hardware 
Ms., (*' -1.U V p4 MAA is h'@CE )00hL 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - TiVAC Orbiter 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic fuselage contours inoluding canopy with modified 
aft fuselage cross sections; oross-sectional shape constant from station 1500 
to end of,fuselae - model scale 1/180. 
DRAWING NUMBER: 255 BJ 00060, Rev. B
 




Max. Width 27.1 .150
 
















MODEL-COMPONENT: W - Orbiterw rTA0 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Model Soale 1/t80 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 255 3 00050, Rev. B
 








Wetted - __ 
Span (equivalent),FT 97. .542 
Aspect Ratio 1.79 1.79 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio .230 .230 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 10.00.0 
Incidence Angle, degrees 2,0 2.0 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 0 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees

Leading Edge . 55.0 5.0
 
Trailing Edge 0 0
 




Root (Wing Sta. O.O).Imes i.o84.8 '6.027
 
Tip, (equivalent)) Neas 249.6 7
7.3, 
MAC, inches - iIt- 75L.8 193 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
-. 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 
Airfoil 	Sectiof 
Root (B.L. 162) 0010-64 0010-64 
Tip (B.L. 540) 000-64 
EXPOSED DATA
 
Area Ar 3147.3 .097 







Root, in0ches 855.0 4.750 
Tip, inches 249.6 8 
MAC 607.2 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 




MODEL COMPONENT: Elevon - MDAO Orbiter
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Model Scale 1/180
 
DRAWING NUMBER: 255 B 00650, Rev. B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area, ft2 820.9 .025 
Span (equivalent)INiCdes 
Inb'd equivalent chord)jICA'eS 
Outb'd equivalent chord,etc9es 








At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 













MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tail - MDAC Orbiter 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Model Scale 1/80 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 255BJ 00050, Rev. B
 










Span (equivalent), ft. "2. .153-

Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper __ 











Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 30.0 30.0 
Trailing Edge
0,25 Element Line 22o2" __. 
Chords:
 
Root,. i ches 	 309.6 1.720
 
Tip, (equivalent), inches 196. l&093
 
MAC, inches 21.4 .119
 

































Fus. Sta. of ,25 MAC 	 -

W.P. of .25 MAC ,,, 	 ,,,, ,, 
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - rmA, :Bnlipt" 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 	 Configuzation 19A fuselage without base flare and boattail 
Model Scale 1/180 
DRAWING NUMBER: 256-19-OOO ,Rev. A
 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length (Ft) 2kl. 7 1.343 
Max. Width (rt) , a.0 .189 














MODEL COMPONENT: Wing - A Booster 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: gation 19A Wiing 
Mn Idt Scae tA80 
.DRAWING NUMBER:
 




Area, ft 2 
Planform 6020.0 .136 
Wetted 
Span (equivalent) , ft. 146.0 .77I 
Aspect Ratio 3.34 3.54 
Rate of Taper "" 
Taper Ratio 5 
Diehedral Angle, degrees .... 7.0
 
Incidence Angle, degrees 3-0 1.0
 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 0 0
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 






Root (Wing Sta. 0.0), inches 690.0 3.533
 
Tip, (equivalent) --- =_.661'
3D0.0 
MAC, inches .5z20.0 ' 2.889 
Fus. Sta. of .25fMAC , inches 1625 20.139 
W.P. of .25 MAC , inches _-


















Area, ,t 2 4190.0 






Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
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MODEL COMPONENT: Vertioal Tails - IXDC Booster 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Conflguratio. 17 Vertioal Tails
 
Yodel Scale i/Ao 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 256-17-0001, Rev. A
 
DIMENSIONS: 	 FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
TOTAL DATA (Values for one)
 
Area 
Planform (T=xe) 433 .014 
(Side Pzojeotion) 397 
Span (equivalent), inches " 276 1.533 
Aspect Ratio . 1.21 1.21 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio ..... .5,,,___0 	 _ 




Sweep Back Angles, degrees 






Root 300 1.667 
Tip, (equivalent), inches .56 , .867 
MAC, inches 236 1.311 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC,
 
Airfoil 	Section 
Root XAOA 6..afloD NAZA 64A-009 



















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
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MODEL COMPONENT: Elevon - YM0 Booster 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Oonfiertion 19A Elevons 
Model Soae 1/180 
DRAWING NUMBER: 256-19-o001, Rev. A 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area 60lf t 7 . 0191 ft 2 
Span (equivalent) 65b in. 3.61 in. 
Inb'd equivalent chord 1,89 in. ..9999 in; 
Outb'd equivalent chord 93 in. .5166 in. 
Ratio Elevator chord/horizontal 
tail chord 
At Inb'd equiv..chord .3? .3 
At Outb'd equiv. chord .3 .3. 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 33 33 
Tailing Edge 27'i ..27-" 
Hingeline q 33 33 
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line), Ft3 q8 ;00004 
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MODEL COMPONENT: Canard BDAC- 3ooster 
GENERAL IESCRIPTION: 	 Configration 19A Canard 
Model Scale 1ASO 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 26-19-001, SRev. A 
fll=IS IONS: FULL-S CALE MODESL SCALE 
Theo. Area, Ft 2 i66o .051 
Esp Area, Ft2 i21i .o3 
Aspect Ratio 
Chord (Thai. flap),, Ft 
Airfoil (360 In. Theo Chord) NACA : 
2---7-





























angle of attack, angle between the projection
 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane and 
the body X-axis; degrees 
sideslip angle, angle between the wind w-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; degrees 
yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Y-sxis; degrees 
roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
 
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees 
air density; Kg/m3, slugs/ft3
 
speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
 
Bpedd of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec 
dynamic pressure; lP psi, psf 
Mach number; V/a 


















wing area; m2, ft 2 
reference area; m2 , ft2 
Bwing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 






reference length; m, ft, in.; (see a) 
wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
base area; m2 , ft2 , in2 
c. g. center of gravity 
MRP MRP abbreviation f6r moment reference point 
)XMRP abbreviation 
on X-axis 
for moment reference point 
!MRP abbreviation 
on Y-axis 
for moment reference point 
Rabbreviation 
on Z-axis 




Axis System General 
-'SYMBOL DEFINITION 
F force. F, lbs 
M -moment; M, in-lb 
Subscript" Definition 
N normal force 
A axial force 
L lift force 
D drag force 
Y force or moment about the Y axis 
z moment about the Z axis 
X moment about the X axis 
a stability-'axis system 
w wind axis system 
ref reference conditions 
0 free stream conditions 




Body & Stability Axis System
 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEINITION 
Body Axis System 
CN CN normal force coefficient; FN/qS 
CA axial force coefficient; FA/QSCA 
CAb CAB 	 base axial force'coefficient; [-] [(Pb - Pw)/q]. (Ab/S) 
CAF forebody axial 	force coefficient; CA -CAb
CAf 

CYN yawing moment coefficient; M/qS bref
Ca 

CI CBL rolling moment coefficient; Mx/qS bref
 
Common to Both Axis Systems 
Cm CIM pitching moment coefficient; My/qS t ref 
CY side force coefficient; Fy/qS 
Stability Axis System
 
CL lift force coefficient; FLqS
CL 
CD CD drag force coeffibient; FJqS 
CDb CDB base drag coefficient 
CDf ODF forebody drag coefficient; CD -CDb 
CIN yawing moment coefficient; MZ, /qS bref 
CI CSL rolling moment coefficient; MX,s/qS bref 
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; 0J% 







SD)4BOL SYMBOL DEFINITION .. ­
-it HORIZT 	 horizontal tail incidence; positive when
 
trailing edge down; degrees
 




AILRON aileron - 'total aileron deflection; 
(left aileron - right aileron)/2 
CANARD canard" - trailing edge down 
- EI.VON elevon - trailing edge down 
ELEVTR elevator - trailing edge down 
FLAP flap -- trailing edge down 
RUDDER rudder - trailing edge to the left 
SPOILR spoiler - trailing edge down 
TAB tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 
6 antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees; 
positive trailing edge down: 
AIL-L left aileron - trailing edge down 
AIL-R right aileron - trailing edge down 
HLVN-L left elevpn -. trailing edge-down 
ELVN-R right elevon trailing edge down 
-SPLR-L left spiler trailing edge down. 
SPLR-R right spoiler - trailing edge down 
SURFACE 











r 	 rudder or ruddervator
 


















PWR O ORBPOW 
eB ELVBST 
eO ELVORB 
AND COANGES TO NOMNCLATURE 
DEFINITION 
tail incidence positive when trailing edge 
down, deg 
velocity of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec 
booster angle of attack, angle between the 
projection of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, 
Z-plane and the body X-axis; deg 
sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw -
axis and the projection of this axis on the 
body X-Z-plane; deg 
ratio of specific heats 
wing dihedral angle; deg 
air density; Kg/m 3 , slugs/ft 3 
incidence angle between the orbiter and booster 
on the XZ plane 
=orbiter angle of attack, O0 a'B +0<I 
booster power, percent of full thrust 
orbiter power, percent of full thrust 
booster elevon deflection angle, positive is 
trailing edge down 
orbiter elevon deflection angle, positive is 
trailing edge down 
101 




X/l B DELTAX distance between the MU on the orbiter and 
booster measured parallel to the longitudi­
nal axis of the booster, positive when the 
orbiter NRP is forward of the booster MRP, 
the distance has been normalized with respect 
to the booster fuselage length (16.184 inches) 
z/ln DELTAZ distance between the MRP on the orbiter and 
booster measured normal to the longitudinal 
axis of the booster, positive when the orbiter 
MRP is above the booster MEP, the distance has 
been normalized with respect to the booster 





1. 	 Sims, Joseph L., "Plume Simulation for Space Shuttle Abort Staging 
Aerodynamic Testing,," Memo S&E-AERO-AF-70-6, December 1970. 
2. 	 Baker, L. R., "Calibration of the Propulsion Simulation Nozzles for 
the Space Shuttle Booster and Orbiter Models for the Abort/Separation 
Staging Experimental Program, " LMSC/HREC D225144, June 1971. 
3. 	 "Test Facilities Handbook" (8th Edition), Arnold Engineering Develop­





A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aeo data sets, both original
 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently,-is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in two sections:
 
(a) 	 a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	 a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations:
 
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson 
AEDC Mr. L. L. Trimmer 
, ,,HR/C Yr. D. A. Love 
NASA LaRC Mt. J. P. Decker 
NASA MtFO MY. K. L.- Blackwell 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­
nizant SAJSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
 
J. L. 	 Glynn 
Departme' 2780-
Chrysler Corporation-Space Division 









AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
,0.5 










Y -OL r..1 -I - - 4 -2 0 2 4 5 8 lo 12 
0.15 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
.120 PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I NFORTION 
0.151 BStOW 0.000 ORBpOW 0.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.182 DELTAX - 0.39 ALPFHAI 0.000 LREF- 13:3330 IN 
0..8 MACH 3.000 ELY0ST 0.000 XBRF 7.5280 IN 
0.359 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.010 YNRP U.0003 IN 
50°99 ZNRP 1.1940 IN 
VA.03 MAC B'FSER NPRSCALE 0.0055 
20.000 
AECVA1163 MIJAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8407) -25 JUN 71 PAGE 1 


















.113 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAS DEGREES
0.120 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
-5 BSTPOW 0. OOo0.182 DELTAX - 0.391 RBFO 0.000.LRF SREF 44.4440 Be IN13.3330
 
O 2S8 MACH 3.000 OLVBST 0.000 BREF 13.3330 IN

- XHR0 7052 0 IN 








AC VA1163 MDACBOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8407] 25 JUN 71 PAGE 2
 
____ 













•VM -10Z a - 6 4 -2 	 . 2 4 6 la -22 
oL.,1Z 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB.DEGREES
 
, .120 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 






a .162 ELTAX -0.391 ALFHAI D00LREF 

R 	 0.928 MlACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 BREF 13 333 IN 
U-0352 ELVORO Q.uUU BETA 0.000 YHRP 0 ...0 IN 
0.599 
 ZMRP 1 :1940 I N 
O REFEREMCE FILE SCALE 005 
AE.C VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8407] 25-JUN 71 PAGE 3
 
___ ___ 












.15 	 T ANGLE O T KDG
-. 20 
REFERENCE INFORMATION0.12D PARAMETRIC VALUES 
R E F 4 4 .44 4 0 S Q I N
 S 0 1 5 1 1S TF OW 0 , 0 0 0 OR B FO W , 0 0 0 
LR EF 13 .33 30 N
 0 .1 	2 D L TA X - 0 43 A L PHA I 0 .0 00 

BRE 13.3330 IN
 0.226 MACH :I.Cao ELVBST 01000 	 0 a IN;
Y RER P F 1370:50oaN3
B E T A 0 .0 0 




0 35 2 LVOR S 0 .0 0 0 

0 So$ S 
0*900 REFERENCE FILE 
SCLE 

AEC VA113 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER RT8408) 25 UN 71 PAGE 4
 









-11LAZ -so -A.-6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 	 a it11 
.1.23 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES
 
0.1 a PARAMETRIC VALUE$ 	 REFERENCE INFORATON 
A 0*151 65TFOW 0,000 ORBpo4 0*000 	 SREF 44 4440 SQ IN 
0.102 DELTAX - 0.14a ALPHAI 0.000 	 LREF 13o3330 1I,
 




0 5 ELVORS OOom BETA 0.110H yMRp D.0 I
0.28 
AH 3 D LV / .O 

0.599 	 ZNR P 1:1 ,40 1H 
SCALE 0.0055
of .. 90 REFERENCE FILE 
AC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS4083 25 JUN 71 PAGE 5
 
____ 
























-12 10 -0 -. 8 -4 -z0 	 2 4 6 a 10 12SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0Q F03 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA OEGREES
 
0.12D PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.	 0*151 8STFOWf 0.000 ORBPOW U.000 SREF 44.4440 se IN 
0*1Sz DELTAX 0.143 ALPHAI n.,00 LREF 13.3330 IN
 
BREF 13.3330 IN
SACU 3.000 ELVOST 0.000 	 XMRP 7.5280 IN0.352 0LVORS BETA 0.00D 	 Y,RP 0.0000 IN.000 
0.599 
 ZIRF 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055
'0900 REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT840) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 6
 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
.15 











L-- ...t -G04 -	 01
 
z -*" 4 	 I . I . . , , , i - , __ __ __ __Do5 
0X 
0.182 	 GELTAX - 0,019 ALPHAI 0.000 LREF 13o: 330 IN 
2R 0.28 ELBTMAH 3,DO .00BREF 13.3330752  , I N 
0*35Z LVCQB 0.000 BEA .0D0 	 yRpp 0,000 N 
0.599 	 ZMRP I .1 40 ZI 
10.009 REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE a .0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8403] 25 JUN 71 PAGE 7
 
_________ 
















o.1.3 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 










SREF 44.4440 50 IN
LREF 13.3330 IN 
MACH 3.000 ELVSST 0.000 BREFXMRF 13.33307.5280 ININ 
B 0.352 ELVORS 01000 BETA 0.010 YHRP 0.000 IN 
U.509 ZHRP I.19.0 IN 
1 .000 FEXENCE FILE SCALE a.0055 
AEOC VAl]63 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT809) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 
 8 
_____ 



















02 -1 a a - 4 0 2 4 	 la _ e 
SYMDL 	 OELTAZ 
V.11 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB QEGREES
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.15± SSTPOU 0.000 CRspoW 0.000 SREF 
 44.4440 $a IN
 
-GLTAX ALPHA! 0.300 LREF IN
0.019 13.3550 
MACH 3.0vD ELVBST BREF IN,13.:3330 
0.528 	 0.000 XMRP F.526 

ELVORS 0.000 ETA 0.000 yNRF 3.0000 1"
 
ZNRP 1.1940 IN 
10.0n -SCALE 0.0055
. 3REFERENCE FLER 
AEDC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB4OS) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 9
 
_ _ 













- 2 -t 4 - 2 4 10 le 
SYMSOL DELTAZ0.113" BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES
 
O.Iao PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





































RASFERENCE FLE SCALE 00 A55 
AEDC VA113 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84104 25 71 4UNPAGE I0 
















0.113 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES REFERENCE NFOR MATION
 
o a zo PARAME TRIC VALUE S 
SREF 44 4 40 s IN 
L R F : 3 . 1 
0 0.151 asTPOW .000 OWOOW 0.000 
I 0 .0 0 0 
2 
BREF 13.3 53 IN 
O D C8L T A X a . 0 4 3 A LP HA 
00.2282 XHRF 7.5co0 INACH .000 ELVOST 01000 

. 0 . 3 5 Z E VOR S O D a v B E T A O * D O 
 YH RM° O OI 






AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8%10) 25 JUN 71 PAGE II
 










a 10 12012 4 2 0 2 4 6 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
0.1$3 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
V-12, FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMA71ON 
0.161 BSTPOW 0 .000 OQBFO 0.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.102 DELTAX V.D4S ALPHAI U°Dos LREF 13.3330 IN 
02aBREF 13.3330 IN 
oZ8 MACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 XHRP 7.S280 IN 
.352 
1.000 
LVOR S .000 BETA .000 YRP 
ZMR0 ',OOOS .40 3. 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AE 0CVA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITYATO RBITER RT8410 25 JUN 71 PAE 12 






L -1 1 	 221 
ST.BOL OBLTAZ
 
0. 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
.-:Z 23PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.151 	 ISTPOW 0.000 06!POw 0.000 SREF 44.4440 Sa IN 
. 1 8 2 E L T A X . 1 5 A L H A I 0 . 0 0 0 L R F 1 3 .3 3 N 
0.28REF 13: 33330 N 
M°2 3 EVST 0.000ACH .000 0 .3 5 Z L V¥ fL 0 . 0 0 E TA 0 0 0 0 	 Y5HRP 7 52.a IR P 8 , O D D 1 . 
0.599 	 "IFP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.6055









AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUBER 3
 











SYMBOL OELTAZ a 2 0 2 4 6 10 
D.113 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 



































0.599 ZNRP 1.1940 IN 
0.90D REFERENCE FILE 1 SCALE 0.0055 
10.000 
AEC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN-PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8411) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 14 
I 
AEOC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 














0..11 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.120 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.1$1 BSTFW DDa CRBPCV 0.000 SREF 44.444C so IN 
0-18 2 GELTAX 0.105 ALPHAI v.QUU LRE 13.3330 IN 
300 .00BREF
0.2 MC LBS 13.3330 IN
 
.0 LVS .O XMRP T.5280 in
0.322 A
E*5LVORB 0.00C BETA 0.000 YMRP O.ODoo I, 
D.599 ZMFP 1..1940 IN
 




ADC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84113 25 JUN 71 PAGE 15
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 





F- -. 25 
SYBLOJ -10 a -6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 t2 
0.113 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.120 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
7.19 0.151 OSTPOW VELTAX 0 .000 0.167 BPOW 0.000 0.00 _ALFHAl SREF LREF 44.44401z._30 so1. IN 
OACN uZ$BREF3oo ELVOST 0.000 XMRp 13.33307 5280 INN 
0o35 Z ELVOR B . 000 BETA 0. 60 Y RP 0.000 C IN 
10.000 ZMRF 1 1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SC ALE 0.0,55 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8412) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 16 















0.113 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.120 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR ATIO N 
Uo151 0.000 ORDO SREF 44.4440 30 INoDO D.000
Q.oS DELTAX 0.167 ALPHA_ 0.D00 L . 13 43 IN Z 

0 20 LS .00BREF 13.$aaa IN
MC3.0 T 

D.Z5 HCHVBS °OO 0.00XMRp 7 52aO IN
 
/ / 0 352 EL OR 8 0 000 BETA . 000 YHRP O.0:00 IN
 





AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER IRT8412) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 17
 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
.12 	
____ ___ _ 

























0.113 	 1BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
20zo PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 	INFORMATION
 
0.151 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBFOW 0.000 	 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN
0.1az DELTAX 0.167 ALPHAI 0.000 	 LREF 13.3330 IN
 
LREF 13.A330 IN 
M ACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.00 XRF 7.280 IN 
0.352 ELVORB 0.00 BETA 0.000 
 Y.R0 0.000 IN
 





AEDC VA113"HDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY JO ORBITER CRT8412) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 
 18 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
*°20 -rr-ii--- -rrr g lrr iwi11 •TT1 1r r1T --- i-I -1-rr----r - -i-i---
S&
 
-.4 .00 	 _____ _____ ____ 
U 
I.­tLd




SYMBOL ILTAZ 0 -s --- 4 - 0 2 4 a 0 10 12SYMB D 'A 
-13 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0:120 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRHATION
 
B3F.Z$0 D.000 O BPOW 0.000 44.4440 SQ IN
0TPV SREF" 
DELIAXO.182 0.228 ALPHA! 0.000 LREFB,  13.33303330 IN 
MZ8 3.000 0.000 XMRP 7.520 INACH ELVeST 

0.35Z ELVCS 0.000 BETA 
 0.000 	 yMRP 0.0000 Zl 
0.599 	 Z ,.(Rp .10 IN
 
to.000 REFERENCE FILE 	 SCAL 1.01055
 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8413) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 19
 













r . . .* i . * . i l I t t ; l f T t t 
-. !12 - -8 - --4 -2 02 4 6 0 10 12 
SYMBOL O£LTAZ 
. BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAe DEGREES 
0120 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.151 'BSTPCW 0.000O f iaPo 0.000 SREF 44.4440 sa IN 




.28 ACH 3 .O0O LVST .000 
 XHNRF 7.5aaa N
1 .352 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRF 0.00c0 IN 
0.D599 ZMRF 1.1940 IN
 
;D°D0 ERECE L£SCALE 0.0055
 
AEBC VA1163 MBAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8413) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 20
 









04m L a4 a 2 
SBOOSTER NGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
_ REFEENCE INFORHAT_ 
.01STFCW 0.000 CBpow 0.u I REF __ 44.4449 
0,162 D LTAX - ags ALPHAI 4.00 LR20 13.3330 
CEX0.228 .00 ALPHA 0.000 BREF 13.330 
,220 I4AC$ 5.000 ELVOST 0.000 BHRE 15.3330SXNRF 7.5200 
ELVC BETA0 352 0.000 0.000 YHRP 0.000 
599 ZNRp 1194a 
.ooSCALE 0.005 
0DC.0 DREFERENCE PY055A SAA FILE 
















AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 











-. 15 L ,_a42a 
-.21 -F B 1333 in81 
SYMBOL erLT.2
o.I; BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 0.15± asTwow 
f.l"PRAMETRIC VALUES 
o.£oo o srow 0.00 
RS;ERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 44.4440 50 IN 
LREP - 33380 IN 
















0.599 ZHRP 1.1940 IN 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84143 25 JUN 71 PAGE 22
 






-- 4 -- _ 2 4 6_____ 
0.113 B300STER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.120 PARAMETRIC VALIES 
 REFERCNCE IFR NATION
 
0-5 STFW 0.000 - CREOW 0.000 SREF 44 4440u so IN 
0.182 DELTAX 0.352 ALFHAI ODon LREF 13:33 30
 
V.z REF IS 333D0
 
XM R F 7 .5 2 8 0 I N 
D5 ELVORS 0.0O0 BETA 0.000 YMRP D Doan In4 
0 .3 5 9 O D E V S . 1AH3 

0. 599 zM,P 1:1 , A IN 
looUDD REFERENCE FI LZCALE . 0005
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84!4) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 23
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 













SYMBOL AT" 	 2 
0.113 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.1ZO PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ORpW
A .151 BSTFOW " .0 CQDD D.000 	 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.162 	 VELTAX 0 .35Z ALPHAI OcooO LREF 13.3330 IN 
028BREF 13.3330 IN 
M.2 3.00D Q.uoO 	 7 INACH LVOST XMRF $580 
L 0.352 ELVORB -0 CTA Y RF 0:00GOO 0.000 	 9 1 N 
0.599 	 Z.RF 1.1940 IN 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE a 0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER 'IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8d4] 25 -JUN 71 PAGE 24
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.25 .- 1_._0 I 
0 15 1 "_____ ORS__._0SR 
__._00 4440 SeI 
s ."T BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 
VA13 BOOSTER IN PROXMITYTOFOBITEEC 1E 
0.X2 DELTAX 0.521 ALFHAI 0.0030 
0 52 ELVOfl 0.000 ETA 0.000 
059ZNRP 
D*0ATA H T OJ 















AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 










-1 2 1a 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 







0o151 BSTPOW 0.000 PBFOW .000 $REP 44.4440 SO IN
 
0.18 DELTAX 0.5z1 ALFHAI 0.000 LREF 13.3330 IN2 
0. TAX :REF 13.a33 0 N 
0 . 3 5 2 SHACH L V as 3.000U Q ELVBTB T A 0.0000 .   0 . Y H O .0S O Oo. O P oxMR 0z 80 IN
 
0.599 ZNRP 1.1940 IN
 

















I - . 0 7u .08 
_ _ _ 

















-e -to ­ -s 8 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL BELTAZ 
0.113 . BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
G.I20 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 D15 BSTPOt 0.00 ORPW 0.000 
 SREF 44.44i0 S0 [00
ELST
0.20 MAH 3.00 .00
CELTAX 0.521 ALPHAI 0000 L:EF 13 333a33 0 ININ
0 .35 z O D £ VB / O O OX 
 MAH3R P .52 8 G IN
 
ELVORD 3.000 BETA 0.000 
 YNRP 0.0000 1ra 
0.599 
 ZNRF 1.1940 ZN
 
0.908 DATA MIST. CODE my SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VAI113 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8415) 14 AUG 71 PAGE 27
 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
.20 iJ l .l--1 p~ -rr -ri- n--r i,-ll rrT rr 
.15 	 _____ 
°­
(­











O ,.51 	 BOOSTER ANGLE Or ATTACK. ALPHAS DEGREES
 
0.18z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-. 28 BSTpOW 0.000 Ofpw 0.000 	 SEEF 44.4440 SO IN 
0.352 	 DELTAX 0.391 ALPHAI 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN 
0.9 AH 3UO LBT 0008REF 	 13,3330 IN 
0.59 	 3.Q L9T DDDRP xA 7.:5B8 IN 
E,0LVORD O*Doo BETA 0.000 YHRP 0 o.O IN 





AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER ERTB416) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 28
 
AEDOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 








o -. 2 
_____ 
_ _ _ 
4i 
0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
182S FARA ETR C VALUES REFER ECE IN O M T N 
O-ZZS BSTFOW D.000 CQBFO U.BOO SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
U,35Z DELTAX - 0.391 ALFHAI 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN 
0.9 AC .0 LOT 000BREF 13.3330 1 N 
0 .0 0 8C H3 0 D L B T , O X R P 7 .5 2 8 a I N 
E-G 0.000 0.000 TMRP a.0000 1 NLVORU BEA 





•AEDC VA11S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8416) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 29
 
.10 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 















03 ,1_ ,. . . . . . . ._ ._,, 
-12 -10 -8 -8 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 11 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
0 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
R .2z PARAHETR1C.VALtJES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.220 BSTPOW 0.000 RBFOW 0.000 SREF 44.4440 so IN 
.352 0ED LTAX - 0.391 £LPHAI 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN 
BREF 13.3330 in3.000
.9 ACH 3.010 ZLVBST 0.00 XNRF 7,5280 IN0.908 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRF :0.000 1 , 
1D.000 ZHRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER tRT8416) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 30
 
AEDC VA 1163 HDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
.15 









- -8 -6 -4 -20 2 4 6 0 10 12 
SYMIBOL OELTAZ 
o 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC YALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O.Z28 BSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 SREF 44.&440 $a IN 
0.352 DELTAX - 0.44 ALPHAI 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN 
.599 MREF 13.3330 IN 
-VACN 5.000 ELVBST 0.000 ZMRP 7.52 0 IN 
10.0ad 
REFERENCE FILE ZHRPSCALE 1.19400.0055 1N 
AEDC VAI113 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8417) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 31
 























8 -6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 0 In 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
PARAMETRI'C VALUEB REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 CRBSFW~ 0.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ 
- 0.144 ALPHAI 5.I0D L EF 13,3330 IN 
.0 LBT 100BR9F 13.:3350 1 N 
D'59 MCH. 3DQD.EVB$OoOXMRF 7.5ZS0 in 
0.000 BETA D.Dua YMUP 0 DOO IN 
Z"RP 1:1940 IN 
B SFERRNCGFILE SCALEAP BDGE 
12 
IV 
AE 0C 25 JUN 71 ERTC417)
VA113 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER PAGE 
 3 













-6 -0 -- - 4 2 a 2 4 6 0 10 12 
0 o.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.102 PARAMETRZC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 aspo Oo00 OSFW 0.000 	 3REF 44.4440 30 IH 
0.352 	 DELTAX - 0,144 ALPHAI 5,100 LREF 13.3330 IN 
. 9 MACH 3.000 ELVBS . BREF 13.3330 IN! 
0.9 	 XHRF 7 .5280 IN 
0O06 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
10.000 	 ZNRP ±4940 IN 
SCALE 00055REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VAIt63 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8417) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 33
 
-AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
10 
Z -. 00 
C-.2 




- 12 2 0 	 .2 
SYMBOL 	 DELTA,
 
0,o151 	 - BOOSTER ANGLE"-OF ATTACK. ALPHAB'OEGREES
 
0.1.2 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATI ON 
0.22S BSTPOW "OOOg MSpoW 0.000 SREF . 44:4440 SQ IN 
0.352 	 DELTAX -"D.D2D ALPHAI 5.100 LREF 13 "a3 IN 
0.9 	 BREF 13 .333D IN 
M"9 a.000 ELVOST D.000 XHRP 7.5200 INACH 




R EFERENCE 	 SCALE TOL 	 0.00 

AEDC V11 E3 	 25 JUN 71 34
MDAC BOOSTERIN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84180 	 PAGE 












, 1 ______1-. 2 1 1 I 1 1 1. 
--1 -10 - 6 -4 - D 4 6 a 01 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
o .15 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.220 p .D BO .D IREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
S.zSTPOW 0.000 ORBFOW 0.000 SE 444 aI0.352 OELTAX - 0.020 ALFHAI 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN 
0599 OREF 13.3330 IN 
ACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 XHRP 7.5280 IN 
$10000 ELVRO D.0o DETA 0.000 Y.0RP 00 o IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0",REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1I163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER tRT8418) 25-JUN 71 PAGE 35
 











-' -10 8a -6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 
0 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.±8Z ,PARAM5TRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.228 S$TPOW 0.000 ORBFW 0.000 SREF 44.4440 5e IN 
0.352 DELTAX - D.020 ALPHAI 5.100 LREF 13.333D INDREF 13o3"30 1N0.9"AH 300 CVS 0.00 
0AC 3.000 ELYSST 0.00 XHRF 7.5280 IN (±0:00 ELYOB '0.000 BETA 0.000 RF a IN3.00 






AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RTS418) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 36
 















1S -;a a 6 2 0 2 4 6 1-a 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0.301 BOOSTER ANGLE OF'ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
D.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.220 BSTFOW 0.000 ORSPO 0.000 SREF 44.4A40 so IN
 
0.352 DELTAX 0.042 ALPHAI 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN
 
1000 MC9VS .00 .0 REF 13.3330 IN
 
JO.O0O MA{ 3O 7 528u IN
ELBST 0o00XMRP 

ELVORB 0.000 aeTA 0.000 yHRp 0:0900 1 , 




AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8419) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 37
 







It .0 . -
(.3~~~~ ... ___ F___ 
-12" I -10 - a 6 -4 - 024 6 S 111 12 
SYMSOL VELTAZ
 
0 1.51 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
V.CS2 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
D.228 SSTPW "O.DOO ORBPOW 0.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.352 DELTAX O.D42 ALPVAI 5.100 LREF 13.3330.  35a ININ 
lowaaa MACH 3.000 ELVOST B.000 XMR 7.2Q IN 
ELVORO 0.000 aETA 0.000 YHRF a , 0 ,D IN 
ZNRP 1.194D IN 
SSCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8419) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 38
 






1o -t a___ 
-4 	 a2 _____ 6 s 1 
o 0 15 	 OSE NGEO TAK APA-ERE
-. 01 
.. 2 Bspw 0 BC .00SE 	 • 4AA QI 
C . 352 DELTAX_ 0.42 APH__.00LEF 	 13330 I 
.0 0 	 ____1_3333__I 
MAH 00T 300 0.0 
 HP .20 i
 
SYSL-0 -O -6 - 4 - 2 0 a 	 8 20 12 
0 0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB- DEGREES 
0,:20 PARANETaIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORNA TI O 
0°.000FOOOO ORSPO 0.000 IREF *4.44*0 50 IN 
/ 0.552 DELTAX 0.042 ALPNAI 5.100 LREF ±5.3550 IN 
1000 NC 000BREE INLOT .0 	 13.3350 
IDGO LBSAC +00 .OOXNRP 	 7.5200 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP :1S40 In 
SCALE 0 0055
 REFERENCE FILE 

AEOC VAI113 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTBS49) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 39
 








S 0.131 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0z2ZO BSTPO 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 SREF 444440 SQ IN 
0 to PARAMETRIC VALUES 
D.3$2 DELTAX 0o.I3 .ALPHAI 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN 
.99BREF 13.3330 IN 
M°9 3.009 0.000ACH ELVBST XMRP 7 5200 IN 





AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER- IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8420) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 40
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2 46 a in la





0 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
G12 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:.1.86 STPOW 0.000 OBPOW 0.000 5REF 44,4440 se IN 
B.35Z DELTAX U.103 ALPHAI 5.100 LREF 1353350 1. 
.59BREF 13,3330 IN 
M°9ACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 XMRP 7:5280 In 
0.908 ELVOQB 0.000 BETA O.VOD YNRF 0 00 . IN
 
10.00 zMRP I , 9 a IN 
010055
REEEC IESCALE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS4201 25"JUN 71 PAGE 41
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 















- 1 2 - i n -- -4 - . 2 4 6 a n l e 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0 21 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0°2z8 BSTPCW 0.000 ORBPO O.Doo SREF 44.4440 Se IN 
" 0.352 DELTAX D.ID3 ALPHAI 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN 
0 99BREF 13.333U IN0 ACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.00 XMRp T 520 IN
 
0.908 ELVORD 0.000 BETA 0.000 IN ,P 0 .O000 1 , 
10.0±0 ZIRF .. 40 IN
 
REFERENCE FIL SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA163 MDAC BOOSTER IN" PROXIMITY TO ORBITER RTH420B 25 JUN 71 PAGE 42 










2 4 a 10o ~ SINS" -: 4 a 
0 .151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
2.O PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
R .- ,ZS8 BsTpOW 0.000 m6FCPW 0.00a SREF 44.4440 $a IN 
IV1 1 %10.00a MACH_ LREF 13.3330 IN
0 352 DE£LTAX( 3RE.166 ALPAI 5,100 

} r O 

JO. L MCH&T 3.}G O.GOXRp .5ca0 IN
 






AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8421) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 43
 










LI 	 .2 
____ ________ 
-. 2 
- . ' 
6 10 12 
syms DELTAZ-12 -0 - -
-4 	 4 
0 0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.282 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, .226 SSTFCW 0.000 CSPC 0.1100 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
0"352 	 DELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI -5.10a LREF 13.3330 IN 
1000MAH 300'EBS REF 13.33 0 IN 
lO-OO HAH 0.000 	 XMRF IN
3DG 	 OO 
 7.5280 
ELVCQ 0.1100 BETA C.uvO 	 THRP 0.0000 IN
 
ZHRP 11940 IN 
oEFEBOOSERFANGLSCALE 0005 
AE0C VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER 	 .RTS4211 PAGE
25 JUN 71 	 44
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 










a102SYMBOL D£LTAZ0 ..51 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
INFORMATIONPARMETRCBSTpOW 0 io VAUESREFERENCE-.228 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 SREF 44.4440 Be IN 0.352 
 VELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN 
J5 .0 0 0 0 E0 VMS C . 0 REF 13 .} 3 IN 
IO.OD OO~ B T DO OXRP NAH3 ~ :52 80 IN 
LVR0 .006 B TA . 0 YHR P 0 .0000 IN 
ZMRP 1.1141 1.REFERENCE FILE 
 SCALE D.0055
 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84211 25 JUN 71 PAGE 45
 






-4____ 2 0___6L__ 4 a 1 1 
I--3
 
SYMBOL . LTAZ 
0 0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 DSTPOW V•DDO CRBPQW 0.0D0 	 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.352 	 DELTAX 0.227 ALPHAI 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN 
.59BREF 13.3330 IN 
ACH ELVBSTM.9 3.0110 UOuO 	 XMRF 7,5280 IN 






AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RTB4221 25,dUN 71 PAGE 46
 






4- .3 ._ ._ __ _ _ 
S --R -- 6 -4 -- 2 2 4 6 a 10 12 
0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
[ 0182 PARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IFORATION 
R 0.228 BSTPO'W 0.000 ORSPOW 9.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.D352 VELTAX 0*227 ALPHAI 5.100 LREF " 13.3330 IN 
0.9 AH 300 .VS .0 BREF 13.3330 1. 
XHRP 7.S280 IN 
EL.D£ OR 0.000 BETA 0o0va YMRP 0:,0 'a I , 
ZMRP 1 19A0 IN 
10.000 AH 3°D LSS oD 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84221 25 JUN 71 PAGE 47
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 










S 2 -±D '.0 - 6 2 0 2 6 a 1o4 4SrNSOL OELTAZ 
O.. l 1BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.180 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D.22$ OSTPOW 0.00ORSPOW D.00D SREF 44.4440 so IN 
0.352 DELTAX 0.227 ALPHAI 5.1O0 LREF 13.3330 IN
 
BREF 13.3330 IN0.599 MACH . 3.000 ELVOST 0.000 XNRP 7.5280 IN 
10.000 ELVYOS 0.000 BETA O.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZVRA 
 1.19400 0055
REEEC IESCALE IN 


















w .0 0 EL____ 0.00 BTA 000 XRP 60 i
 
Z .151 
 OSE NL FATC.APA 
 ERE
 
z " "0______] .111LEF 
__2____ t3330 I












^CD V16 DCBOTRI RXMT OOBTR[T43 5JN7 AE 4
 
REFERECE FIEESCA E ... NFR5 TS
 
AED VA16 MDACO BOO.ED I RIITO ORBITER CR.843 25 JUN44 71 PAG 4
 










12 1 a-e - 6 -4 -- 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA8 DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IFORMATION 
. .-z s B S T P OW . 0 0 ORSPO W .DO u S R E F 4 4 4 4 4 0 S Q I N
.0RF 13 3330 IN
0.352 DELTAX 0.351 ALPHAI 5.100 LREF : '330 
XMRF 7,5Za0 IN 
E-OLVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 THRP 0.0000 IN 
IZMRP _..940 1 
.5S AC .ooLBS .
 
REFERENCE FLE SCALE 0 X0055 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER-IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8423) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 50
 
















-02- -- - -- 6 -4 2 _ 0 2 _8 4 
SYMBOL DLTAZ 
°10 	
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
0. 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION0-226 8STPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 REF 44.4440 ZS0 IN 
0.35Z DELTAX 0.351 ALPHAI 5.100 	 LREF 13.3330 IN
 
0.599 MACH 3.000 ELVOST1000XMRP 0.Doo 	 GREF 13.33307 528  IN
10.000 ELVOR B 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 




AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
*°0-r-- ,--- -I---t ,--rr- 1, 1 t-r- lrT-w 1-r-r -r-r-- -trr -. r-- r 








-. 20 -- 6 -4 a 2 4 . 10 
SYMBOL OkLTAZ
 
0 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.162 FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.228 SSTFOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.o00 SREF 44,4440 - G IN 
C! .352 DELTAX Vo5 1 ALPHA! 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN
 
.59BREF 
 13. 333a IN
 
M-9 .Voo 0.000 7HR*52aD IN
ACH ELVOST 
0°908 . LVORB V.DDO BETA 0.000 YMR F 0 ,0 0 IN 




AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8424) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 52
 
,a 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3 















































- -0 6 -2 4 6 a a 1 
SYMBOL DELTAZ ­
o o., BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BSTFOW O.RZBO.OOD 0.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN
OBPO 
80.35 DoELTAX 0.5 ALPHAI 5.100 
 LREF 13.3330 IN 
L.9BREF 13.3330 IN
 
MACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 XMRp 7.5280 IN
 
0.908 &LVoRB 0.0D BETA 0.000 
 YNRP 0.0000 IN
 
±0.000 




AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8424) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 54
 













-4O eLTAZ -0a642026a 
0..18 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB,OEGREES 
s 
D.;228 PARAM,ETRIC VALUES "REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0'.35 2 STpFW 0.;000 cwBpow D. D U SREP 44.4440 S Q N 
0.599 CELTAX - 0.391 ALPHA! 10.0D0 LREF 13.33ao IN 
0.0 AHEVS 300 .0 REF 13,33z1o IN 
10.00D 30( LB ' 3.[I xAHMRp 7 280 IN 






REFERENCE FI[LE SCALE 0.0055 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8425) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 55 
AEDC VA 1,163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3 
a8 l l __________ai ____ _14 u _ __ e 
L) 
z 














BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BSTPOW 0.000 ORPO 0.000 SEEP 44,4440 SO 
DELTAX 0 .391 ALPHAI 10.000 LREF 1:3330 IN 
MACH 3.000 ELVEIST 0.000 BREF 13,3330 IN 
NHRP 7,5280 INELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 
... P a . ca. I , 
ZMAP 11940 IN 
REFERENCE "FZLC SCAL C 55 
N 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8425]' 25 JUN 71 PAGE 5G
 
__ __ 


















- .0 3 




I 10 -a -G -4 2 0 2 4 6 s0a 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.1 2 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
O.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C 0.35Z BSTFOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 SREF 44.4440 30 IN 
0599 DELTAX - 0.391 ALPNAI 10.000 LREF 13.333a IN0.900 MREF 







AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8425) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 57
 














.12 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
[ 0 3 5 2 
U.599 
S T O W 
DELTAX 
. 0 0 0 
- 0.143 
Ce sBp o w 
ALPHAI 
. 0 0 0 
10.000 
S R E F 
LREF 
4 4 .4 4 4 0 
13.3330 
s o I N 
in 
M05ACH .30BREF3 .0 0 ELVO T 0.0 00 xMRP 
13,33307.528  IN 
10.000 ELVORB 0.0D0 3£TA 0.000 YM P 0 :00,0 IN 
REFERNCE -FILE 
Z RPSCALE 1.19 4. [)_55 IN 
AEDC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER C'RT842G) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 
 58 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 






-E -3 - - -	 LOA1 _-_ _
_.i _ __ _____, 	 __ _ __ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 
SYMBOL ELTAZ­
0.182 	 BOOSTER ANGLE Or ATTACK. ALPHAB-bEGREES
 
0 Ze PARAMTRC VALUES 	 RFERENCE INFORMATION 
uo3 S Z B T F OW 0 . 0 0 0 OR P OW . 0 0 0 	 SR F ' 4 4 .4 4 4 0 S Q IN 
0.599 	 DELTAX - .143 ALPHAT 10,.0up LREF 13.3330 IN 
09aBREF 13. 33 IN 
M.0 "3,0flo 0.000 	 XHR I saso INACH ELVOST 
la..oo ELVORB D.000 BE TA 0.0uD YHRP : 0000 1N 




AEoC VA1163 OAC BOOSTER 	 25 JUN 71 PAGE 59o 	 IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8426) 














- . 90 SREF __ ________ IN 
-- 2 -10 a - 4 -2 0 2 4 a 10 12SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
U..182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAe DEGREES 
0-2zs PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
b U352 asTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 SREF 44.4440 so IN 
0.599 VELTAX - .143 ALPHAI 10.000 LREF 13.3330 IN 
ACH ELVOST 

° EGOLV OB " . ° 0 E T A 0 .0 0 

M'0 3.DOD 0.00° XHRP 7.5260 IN
 
Y N P *: . 0 I 1N 
ZWRP 
 L 19 4D0REFERENCE FILE SCALE I..S55
 
AEC C VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84261 25 JUN 71 PAGE. 60
 










-. 30 	 ______I 
j- .2 8 PARAZII VAUE 	 EFRNC NFRATO-. 3-
0:25PAAOEII BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACg, ALPHAB 	 DEGREESRrREcIFOATO 
O* B A 	 ENEIFOHTO
~~VALUCS 

0' 0.500 DELTAX - 0.02$ ALP$AX 10.000 LRSF 15.5330 IN 
:000. ... REF 15.3330 IN 
I00o .UHUW00 £LYOOT O. 	 XI4RF 7.5280 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 SETA 0.000 	 YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA11S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO CR8ITERCRT8427) .25 JUN 71 PAGE 61
 











o~~ .2 __ ____ 
.0 
YMBOL DELTAZ 4_2a24 
0 ..'82 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB .DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFOR ATI ON0 22 8 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
SREF 44 4440 e IN
.352 BSTPOW . 000 ORSPOW 0.000 LREF 13.3330 In 
1000BREF X R P 7 .5 2 8 0 I N 
0599 DELTAX 0.019 ALPMAI 10.000 
13.3330 IN 
MOO 3 oD G 0 . 0 0 0ACH L VST 
YMRP 0.0000 1 , ELVORB O°000 SETA 0.000 1 .1 40 I N Z-RP
L f A DE E SCALEAOFTL.REFEREOCS 

25 JUN 71 RRTBN7)
AEBC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER PAGE O 2
 














L TZ -s -o8 - - 4 -2 0 2 4 t10o 12 
0.. BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES RCFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 BSTPOW 0.000 OROPOW 0.000 SREF 44.4440 so IN
 
, 0.599 DELTAX 0.019 ALPHAI 0.000 LREF 13.3330 IN
 
. MACH 5.00 ELST 0.000 8RE# 13.3330 :N
 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1.194, IN 
SCALE a5 .REFERENCE FLER 
AEDC VA1163 MOAt BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8427) *25 'JUN 71 PAGE 63 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 








aIm-l .25 . 




0.182 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
B .352 SSTPow 0.000 CBpOW D.000 	 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN
 
lo.0o 	 DELTAX 0043 ALPHA! 11.000 LREF 13.33$0 IN
 
SREF ±5.3350 IN
MACH . 3.000 ELVOST 0.000 XNRP 7.5380 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP a.00o0 IN 






AEDC VAII3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8422) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 64
 


















-2 -- 6 -4 2 a a 10 12 
SYMBOL OCLTA2 
'a .-16 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, -ALPHABDEGREES 
.28 PARAETRIC VLUS 	 REFERENCE INFORATION
 
0.352 	 BSTPOW V.Do0 ORPO 0.000 SREF 44.4440 se IN 
1ooo DELTAX 0.043 ALFHAI 10.000 L EF 13.3330 IN R 13.3330 IN
 
MACH 3.Dou ELVSST G.Doo XMRP 7.5280 IN
 
ELVORS 0.0fla BE TA 0.000 	 YHRP 0.O000D INZ.RP 1 1940 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0 0A55
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER 25 JUN 71 PAGE 65NRT84281 


















--=12- -10 - 8 - -4 - 2 	 2 4 a 10 22 
SYMBOL D£LTAZ
 
0x.2,82 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
o.z 8 PARAMETRIC VALUE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .552 B Tp W "O .o vu OBP QW 0 .00 	 SREF 44 .4440 se N 
10.000 	 CELTAX D.043 ALFHAI 10.000 LR5F 13.3330 IN 
M A C H 3 .0 0 0 E L V ST . 0 0O "BREFX R P 137 33305 2 8 0 In N
 
.L0 2R G . 0 0 B T A 0 . 0 0 0 	 _ _ _ P_O,_ _ I N 
ZRP 1.1940 0 N 
FII REFERENCE 	 SCALE 0I005
 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER 25-JUN 71 PAGE 66NRT8428) 













-. SB IT a 4 -2 6 10 12 
CL 4 Ee TA,
.2
18 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.Zza PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
B-35a BSTFOW 0.000 ORSFH 0.O00 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 





 XMRP 7.5280 IN
 
0 .0 0 0 E L V ORS . 0 0 0 B TA . 9 0 0 
 Y R P ao00 0 0 IN 
ZMRP I o.94D IN 
SCALE 0.0055
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84291 25 JUN 71 PAGE 67
 









_ __ _L. 




-- 22 4 68l j 1ELTAZ 
0.182 
 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
R 228 PARAMETRIC VALUE REFERENCE INFORMATION0.352 BSTPOW 0.000 ORSFO 0.000 
 SREF 44.444013.599 DELTAX so IN0.105 ALPHAI 10.a00 
 LREF 13.3330 IN
 
0.908 MACH 3.000 ELVSS7 0.00 
 XBREF 1 , .3 0 S 1N 
:OO OELYVf B 0.000 BETA 0.000 Y. F 0 . 00 a IN 
ZMRP 1,1940 IN
 
REFERENCE" FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEBC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8429) 25 JUN 71 PAGE G8
 





















- 12I -to a 6 -4 2 - 4 6 a to € 
SYMBOL OELTA2 
0.1az BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
o0 Map" 0.000 REFERENCE.ST0O50-228$52 PARAMETRICVoDuo VALUES SREF 44.4440INFORMATIONBe IN 
0.599 DELTAX 0.105 ALFHAJ 10.000 LREF 13.3330 IN
 
.D.BREF ' 13.333o IN
 
XMRF 7.5280 IN
ID-000 MACH 3.Quo ELVOST 0.000 





REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VAA63 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTA42B 25 JUN 71 PAGE O 9 
.15 






LL -. to 
LI 
Z -. 25 
-. 20A R LF N R 
SYBL DDLT LAAZ 6 ALHI t.OGL£ 3.3D I 























AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8430) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 70 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 





-*!12 -- a--8 - 6 4 -- 2 0 2 4 6 a S1 
TYMBOL OCLTAZ
 
0.18Z 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
R 0.228 PARAMETRI VALUES REFERENCE-INFOR ATIONC 
0 .3 5 2 B S T O W . 9 0 0 O Q 8 FP W O . 0 139 SR E F , 4 4 .4 4 4 0 S O I N 




MACH 3.0ac ELVBST O.000" 
 XMRF 7.5280 IN
 




R FR £ L 	 SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8430) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 71
 















4 2 4 	 a 10 2 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
I 0.282 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.22 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.332 	 STpOW 0.000 Ofu3pow 0.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
0 LTAX 0.166 ALPAI 10.000 LREF 13.3350 IN 
BREF 13.3530 IN
MACH 3.000 £LVOST V.000 	 XMRF 7 .58 1 NSz 

ELVORD 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 Y.RP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 1.1940 IN 
•SCALE 	 0.005SFILEREFERENCE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8430). 25 JUN 71 PAGE 72
 
1 





a .69 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.220 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONE) D.352 SSTPOW 0.000 ORSPO 0.000* SREF 44.4440 se in 
0.599 DELTAX G.ZZS ALPHAI 10.000 " "LREF 13.3330 IN
 
1000 BREF 13.3330 IN 
00 MACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 XMRF 7.5280 IN 
ELVORS 0.0O0 BETA 0.0013 YMRF O':I... Z
SZMR P 1.194. INREFERENC FIL SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO OR131TER CRT8431)- 25-JUN 71 PAGE 73
 
AEDOC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER-AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3













SBO-1. -"i~ -10 -. 0 - 6 - 4 '- 2 0 2 1 4 6 8 10a 1 
a .182 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACKt ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IFORHATION 
" D35Z BSTpow 0.0130 C pow 0.000 SR9F 44E4440 SQ IN 
8 LREF 135%3330 IN0.399 	 DELTAX 0 .22 ALPHAI 10,000 

1000 ACLVS Soa 000 
 REF 13.33$0 IN 
IG+OD ELBSTHAC 3O OOOXHRP 11 5280 IN 
EL¥OR O.OOD BE TA D.000 YHRP O.00 0O 	 IN 
ZMR P 1 19 40 IN 
REFERENCE"FILE 'SCALE -. D055S 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RTR431) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 74
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_ _ _ _ _ 
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.0 -4 4 1 a t 
O.Ioz BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o az BSTFOW 0.000 OBPOW 0.000 SREF 44.4440 so IN 
0.599 DELTAX B.228 ALPMAI 10.000 LREF IN
1 REF 13.3330 . 
0 0 

10, N 3 G.ODXMRP r.52au IN
DO LB CT 
.L V 0B . 00 B E TA . 00 0 YHR F . 00 00 I N 
ZRP 1 1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE FORT5 I 




















.4 0 1 20l 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
'a .182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 



























ELVORS 0.00O BETA " .Dou YMRPZNRP 0o00au1.1940 ININ 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE D55 
AEDC VAiIG3 MDAC BOOSTER IN-PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT6432) 25' JUN 71 PAGE 76 
EDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
.2 
- . 9 VE X .5_1 0_ 	 1.3_3- I 
zz 
.4 
.2 -- " 6-4 	 68__I ___- _02 
.5 
BREF 4444 IN10.000 MACHD 3.00 ELE .000 

• BREF 17.520 IN
 






AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN-PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8432) _25"JUN 71 PAGE 77
 
____ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 










-. 001 _________ ____ ____ 
0 2 -0 a 4 -2 2 4 a la 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
.102 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.22S PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 .000STPOW OBPOW 0.001 SREF 44.4440 se IN 
0:599 PELTAX 0.352 ALPHAI 10.C00 LREF 13.3330 IN 
.000 A BREF 13.3330 IN3.ND £LVSST 0.XACH0 XRP 7,580 Zn 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.00D YIRP 0.0000 IN 





























4 ain0:10 1BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
f0228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

. O .Z52 BSTPOW D.ODG ORBPOW 0.000 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, 0.599 DELTAX 0.503 ALPHAI 10.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ INLREF 13.3330 IN 
0.906 MACH 3,000 ELVUST 0.000 BAEF 13.3330 in
1000XHRP
10 0ELVORS
0 0.000 BETA D D 7 5280 IN YMRP 0 00" I 
ZMRP 1.1940 INREFERENCE FILE SCALE 0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT84333 
 25 JUN 71 PAGE - 79
 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMER 3
 






















.. BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
R ~ 2 ARAMTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.352 BST OW . 00D O B PO . 000 SREF 44 4440 S IN 
LREF 13 3330 IN
 
. .9 ETAX 0501 
 ALPHAI lo.Duo 

BREF 13o3330 1 , ."' RP 7 2 IN

"9 AC M" .00 LVBS T .000 
1o.0oo ELV OR. .000 BETA .000 YMR pF aO a a I 
0 s5 IN






25 JUN 71 PAGE NRT8433F 

AEAC VARM3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER 
80
 














1- -10 -_4 4 810 12 
SYMBOL DCLTAZ1.2 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE'INFORHATION 
C-G352 BSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.599 DELTAX 01501 ALPHAI 10.000 LREF 13.3330 IN 
0.0 AHLBT 300' 000BREF 13.3330" IN 
0"96 HGHLVBT .00D.O0XHRF 7 5280 IN 
10I.000 ELVORB 0.000O CTA 0.000 Y ,RP 0:00o, a 
ZMRP I ',90 IN
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 2.0___ 
AEDC VA1163 MOACBOOSTER IN PROXIITY TO ORBITER RTTC33. 25 JUN 71 PAGE 
 81 




LL -. 10to_ 	
___ ______ 
CD, 
I - - __ _ 	 _ __ 
z 
0.4
~- °-35 '_ 	
_ _ _ _ _ 
A 	 aA a t 1SYMBOL OELTAZ -a 	 4 A 	 o.1o. BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK,-ALPHAb DEGREES 
0 	 0151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.$ BSTPOW 0.000 RBPOW 0,00D SREF 44.4440 50 IN 
20. DELTAX - o.391 ALPHAI - 4.900 	 LREF i3.3330 IN 
0.35 MACH 3.000 ELVBEr 	 BRP 5.Guo IN
1.3330 
MAC 30000.00XMRP 	 7.5280 INELB~r 
a.509 aVORS 0.OOD BETA 0400 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
0.98" ZNRP 1,1940 IN 
o o 

s1.0 REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE 0.0055 
AEC VAI13 MdAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS434) 25-JUN 71 PAGE 22
 














1i2 -108 -6 -4 - a 2 a 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0,151 PARAMETRIC VALUES . REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.18a OSTPOW 0.000 MSPOW 0.000 sREr 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.28 PELTAX - .394 ALFHAI - 4.900 LREF 13 3330 1 N 
C.352 MACH 3.000 ELVOST B.oua REF 15:333, 1N 
C.0599 ELVCRB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRF 0.000O 1 N 
t .900 Z1RF 1.940 N 
D.000 REFERENC FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8434) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 83
 
LI 



















BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB'DEGREES 
PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.0013 ORBPOW 0.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 





MACH 3.000 LLVOST 0.000 XHRP 7.5280 IN 
'LYROR 0.000 ' BETA 0.013 YHRF 0.0000 IN 
003 ZNRp 1.1940 IN 
1O.Do REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEIC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8434) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 84
 











,4R -10 - 82 - 6 - 4 -Z 1, 2 4 6 a la 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.1 2 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.82 SSPCOSPW 000 .00SR EF 44.4440 se I M 
R . Z. DELTAX - 0.143 ALFHAI - 4.900 LREF 13 3330 1 NM_ 3.0 0 ELYSST 0. 0 __ACH XHRP 7.5280 1N
.32BREF 13:333, 1 , 
0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA QOOYR 0.000 .P0.aGo I , 
0.908 ZRP 1.1940 N
 
lo-.o RFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER LRT8435 PAGE'
2 JUN 71 85
 



















i -- --6 -	 46 
_0 _ 1 
4 
SYMBOL OELTAZA 0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES
o 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 0.182 SSTFOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 
 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN
 
0.28 DELTAX 0.143 ALPHAI - 4.900 LREF 13.3330 IN
 






BETA 0.000 	 YRP .0 IN
D.000 	 ZRP
0.599 ELVORS z.0 1B400 	 IN
 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE 	 $CALE a.a055
 
AEDC VA11S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER tRT8435) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 86
 








_ .05 BOOSTR A 
°00
 




12 -0 -8 -8 - 4 -2., 0 2 4 8 0 ±0 . $2 
3YM 0L OELTAZ
A 0 .12 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK,- ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES RErERENCE INFORMATION 
g 3 2 3.000 D.O00 3330 IN
[ MACH LVBST XRR.352FF 1 7,528 0 
E.599 0.000 0.000LVORS BETA YMRP B.000 IN 
0.908 ZNRF 1,940 IN 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER tRT8435) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 87
 
__ 

















0.+220 B013STER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
ARAMETRICP*5 VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
OQFW0.82 BTPW .00 .DoSREF 44.444 $Q IN
U.228 DELTAX -D.01O9 ALPHAI - 4.gD0 LREF 13.3330 IN 
CN 0.352 MACH 3.000 ELVOST 0.000 XBRE 13.3330 IN 
. 9 9X R F 1 3 ,5 2 0 IN 
059 ELVORB 0.000 BE TA 0.000 YMRF 0 0000 IN 
10.0o0 
 ZMRP 1o194 , IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS43G). 25 JUN 71 PAGE 88
 















A U-120 BOOSTER ANGLE F ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
REFERENC E NFOR AT ON
 
SR F 44 444 0 s o IN
 
0.151 PARA ETR C VALUES 
. 182 STPOW .Da l BPO W .Do o 13,3330 INLREF 

. AL - 4. 0D 

ACHM. 3.00f) LV ST" .000 

U.228 D LTAX - 19 PH AI 

XHRP 7 5280 IN
 
Y R P 0: 0 0 0 0 I N 
ZHRP 1940 N 







AEDC VA1183 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RTS39) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 89
 


















-. 030 	 . .. . . A 
-1 11 - a 	 6a I 1 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
A 0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION0.18Z SSTPOW 0.000O ,RSFOW 0.000 	 SREF 44.4440 SO IN 
R 0.228 ELTAX - 0.019 ALHA - 4.900 	 LREF 1$.3330 IN 
0.552 MACH.0 S .	 BREF 13.3330 IN XNRF 7.5280 IN0.599 ELVORB D.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
10.000-	 ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8436) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 90
 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 










.20 6 -4__ 
-35
 
-. 40 " l . . l e t e ,, *, 
SY NsOL DA TAZ -0 6 -4 - 2 4 6 a 10 12 
S .I.. BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES. 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 s SPW 000 OBO .DOD SREF 44.4440 so it, 




x M P 7 5 80 N
5 M*ACH 3 .000 ELV ST . 000 

10.000 ELVORD 0.000 BETA 0.0DO 




REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.00$5
 
AEDC VA1B3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER RTB437 25 UN 7 PAGE 91 
0.35 















S 0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ,ALPHAB DEGREES
 
. 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 0.182 ESTPOW 0.000 mapow 0.0ov SajF 44 4440 SN IN 
0.228 DELTAX 0.043 ALPHAI - 4.900 LREF 13:333D0 N 
BREF 13 .3330 in 
0.35Z MACH 3.00D ELVBST d.000 XMRP- 7.58 N 
,.0-000 ELVDRS, .Doo BETA 0.000 YMfRF :5.28.. IN 
ZMRP I .1940 IN 
0.0055REEENEFIESCALE 

AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8437] 25 JUN 71 PAGE 92
 
____ 












-°*;2 -to -o - - 4 -2 0 2 6 8 104 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
A 0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
. o.o0o o.o0BSPOW ORSPOW SREF 44.4440 so IN 
0.2 DELTAX 0.043 ALPHAI - 4.900 LREF 13.3330 IN
Cl 03Z MC .00 EVS .0 RET 13.3330 IN 
10.00 NC 300 VBT O0 XHRP 7.5280 INPt10.000 VORD 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VA1S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8437) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 93
 







LL -. 10 
C- ­
n­
-- 1 -D 8 -4 20 	 46 a so 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
A .120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
Do151 PARAMETRIC VALIES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION0.82 	 BSTFOW 0.000 OBPOW 0.000 SREF 44.444 SQ IN
 
0.226 	 DELTAX D.105 ALPHAI - 4.900 LRtF 13.3330 IN 
0.352 	 RF 1 3jv I
 
MACH
0.599 LVORS 3.000 ELVSST 0.000 	 XMRF 7.5280 IN.000 BETA 0.00 
 YMRp 0 0 00 IN
 
0 90. 	 ZMRF o1940 IN 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE 0..055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8438) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 94
 









AECV16 DCBOSE NPOIIYTOOBTRCT48 2 U 1 PG- 9
 
4---1 -- 8 -6 -4 - 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
.0.152 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 44.4440 SQ IN0 182 BSTPOW 0.0 ORGOW 0B.000 
:229O DELTAX 0.105 ALPHA1 - 4.900 LREF 13.3330 IN 
.320 MCLBT 3. 000BREF 13.3330 IN 
0.3599 AH 3OD £LB7 i *O XNRP 7.5280 IN 0 $ 9 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.00a YNRP a O000 In 
O o • .98ZMRP 1:,04. u N 
OF 0.000C~ SCALE a0.0055
l L  

0,90 REFERECE FILE R 
_ __ 





















A 0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARANETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 	 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 0.030 SREF 44.4440 e IN 
DELTAX
O ZZS 0.105 ALPHAI - 4.900 	 LREF 1Sa3a30 IN 
0.552 	 BREF 13.3330 in 
MHACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.00 XHRF 7.5280 IN 
E0.590LVORB D.000 BETA 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
0.908 	 ZMRP 14940 IN 
0.0055
O°00 R R£C FSC$ALE 

2 NP S 0T
10.000 REFERENCE FILE 	 R 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS4-383 25 JUN 71 PAGE 86
 
AEOC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 













SYMBOL TAR " -- 6 -4 2- a 2 4 	 a so 10 
A .120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0:15 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
MeF 44: 4440 e is0 .182 B*TPOtV 0.000 CRBpO O*UuU 

0.228 	 DELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI -. 4.900 LREF 1 3 3330 1 , 
032 MCLOT S.0 .00BREF 13.3330 IN 
-IN 
&OOOLVQR 0.000 BETA 0.00D YMRP O : OD0 0 N 
Z RP 1 .195 0 IN 
REFERENCE FILE 	 $kE 005
 
^EDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8439) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 97
 










A 0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
Q'ISI FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTpOW 0.000 OR5FOW 0.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.2.. VELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI - 4.900 LREF 13.33 0 IN 
.3BREF 13.3330 IN
 
- XMRPF. 7.5260 IN 
1E LVORS 0.000 $CIA 0.000 YMRP a~oaou IN 
10.000 O DHAH 3OO VS ,~ 

ZMRP 1.194D I" 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 
AECC VA113 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT843S] 25 JUN 71 PAGE 98
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT KACH NUMBER 3 
.00 
.08 o6 ___._4 4I 
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AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
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-2 -10 -8 - 0 2 4 6 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
A o.sao BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 -5 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTFOW 0.000 ORsPOW
28 0.000 LRE SQININS F 44.4440.4 53   
2 CLTAX 0.22 ALPHA! - 4.900 BREF 13.3330 IN
 
. ACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 




IC.Dou ZMRP 1.1940 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0$5
 
0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 

AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8440) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 100
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER.3
 











S ELA Z -0 a a 4 a 4 6 __ a_ 
o.so BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.15 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 162 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBpow 0.000 SR!F 44.A44O SQ IN 
1-228 DELTAX 0.228 ALPHA - 4.900 LREF 13.3330 IN 
0.j55 MACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 BREF 13.3330 IN 







10.000 ZMRF 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.005S 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8440) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 101 










- ; a -- 6 - 4 -	 2 6 _ a 10 _ 
A 0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEG.REES
 
0 :o151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPCQ D.000 CRPOW 0.000 SRF 44.4440 $Q IN 
N a..S DELTAX 0.228 ALPHAl - 4.900 LREF 13.3330 IN 
13.3330 IN ACH 3 . 0 0 0 L V S T . 0 0 0 X W H F T7 2 8 I NLs 
0 2BEF5 M° 

0.5.9 ELVO 0.1,00 BETA 0.000 	 IHRP :5,8.2 1N 
10.000 	 ZARF N9140 1 N 
REFERENCE FILE A 005 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT844O) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 102
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AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND-ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
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1SIMBOL W lTAA .. BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES19 

A 0.351 PARAMETRIC VALUE REFRENC INFORMATION 
S 144.444 s IN 
-.228 DELTAX 0.352 ALPHAI - 4.900 LREF 13.3330 IN 
V£S AHEVS 300 .0 REF 13.3330 IN 
XMRP 7.5280 IN 
0,59 VC% 0.000 BETA 0.000 yMRP a*0... IN 
0.509 C 3OD L T .O 





AEDC VA1163 MCIAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84411 - 25 JUN 71 PAGE 103
 









-. 4 , i f l la I , J , , ,i a , 10 * 12,a
-12 -10 a - a - 2-4 0 2 4 68 0I 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
A 0 ..o BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB OEGREES
 
0.M5 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D.162 B$TPOW 0.*00O RPOW D.Doo SREF 44°4440 SN IN 
O0°ZS DELTAX 0.351 ALPHAI - 4.900 LREF 1z:3330 1 
0.362 BREF 13 3330 INMACH 3.000 ELVSST 0.000 XMRF 7:5280 1 ,
°5990. ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP U.0a' IN 
1G.000 ZNRP 1.1940 1 N 
R FREN FL SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ,BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8441.) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 104 
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.01 
.00 
____ ___ _ 
- .01 
________ ____ 
-----a O -- 6 4 0 2 4s 6 10 12TZ -- -- -2 
A 0.12o BOOSTER ANGLE-OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 01 PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.102 OSTPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 0,000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN
 
0.22os CTAX 0.351. ALPHAI - 4.900 LREF 13.3330 IN 
0 3 Z A H 3 .0 0 EL Y ST 0 .0 0 0 x m~ p 7 5 8 0 1 'BREF 13.333 IN
 
0.599 CLVCQ8 0.000 BETA a,0op INRp 0:ODOO IN
 





AEDC VA1l63 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8441) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 105
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2AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
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ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
i 
D°5$PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

























D.908 ZMRF 1.114D IN 
10.000 DATA MIST. CODE MY SCALE a 0D55 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER IRT8442) 14 AUG 71 " PAGE 106
 









2 -10 a 4 -2 a a A 6 
SYMBOL DLA 
,:120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
G:Z28 DELTAX 0.321 WLHAT 4.900 LREF 
0.5 AH 300EVS .0 REF 
0.35 AH3000 VBT O O xM:F 
"599 E¥OR 0.000 TA o__._0000 
0.908 ZMRp 
10.000 DATA 9131. COD MY SCALE 
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PARAMTRIC VALUES 
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SCALE 1 14a N 
14 AUG 71 PAGE 
 108 
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4 _ t_o 11YMO-i 06 1Z 4 2 
oli3 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA8 DEGREES
 
0:120 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o, $1 88TFOW 50*000 OROPOW 100,000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
0 8 2 D L TA X 0 39 1 A LPHA I O . 000 LREF 13 .33 0 IN
 
012za ACH 3.000 LVBT .000 1HR 7 20 n
 










069 REFERENCE FILE 
10*000
 
ADC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT84433 25 JUN 71 PAGE 109
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-0 G4 - a 4 6 a 
SYMbOL OELTAZ 




















ALPHAI 0.000AH 300LST 000BREF 




7 5280:, oo 
IN10 
IN 
0.599 ZMRP 1.1940 ;1 
SCALE 0. 0055 
±00 00 F RENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163,MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER tRT8443) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 110 

















_.03 ___,_,_l__0 _lI m i . i i * , 
-Z2 -10 a 6 -4 -2 a 0 1 
SYNOL DELTAZ 
0 13 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES2IZD PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 0 °X.t BSTPOW 50.000 ORfPOW 100.000 SREF 44.4440 $Q IN 
.182 DELTAX - 0.391 ALPHA! 0.00 LREF 13.3330 IN 
DBREF 13.3330 INACH 3.000 ELVST 0.oG XM F 7 528 N 
0.t55 LVogB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
0.2 A *0 LV  

0.599 Z"RP 14940 IN 
o 0.90a REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
C 30.000 
AEDC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84433 25 JUN 71 PAGE III
 












i- -. 25 BREF 13: _33 IN 
.11 BOSERAGL F TAKAPHBDER 
NOMTO 
-- 5,D AUSRFRNCa-.20AAERC 

-I -to - a 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 8 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DETAZ
o.113BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPI-AB.OEGREES
 
.2oPARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-50.000 REF.51 BSTPOW ORBP ,J * LDD 14.4340 SIN 
0.599 MACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 XMRF 7 .5280 IN0..99 ELVORS 0.000 BETA a.0aa YMRP 0.0000 IN 
0.906 ZMRP 1.1940 IN
 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8444) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 112
 















-12 -10__ a a0_ 46 _- s l 
rflEOL 0ELTAZ 
0.113 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.120 PARAMETRIC YALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .131 0STPOV 50.000 oaepow 100.000 SREF 44.4440 S IN 
0.102 DELTAX - 0.143 
OZaBASF 
ALPHAI 0.000 LREF "13.3330 
13.$330 IN IN 
0.599 MAHA300VORS 0.000 ES0.00BTA 0.000 XNRPYH P ?.52000.00OO IN 
0.905 xMP I°940 IN 
10.000 REFERENCE FCALE 3.055 
AEDC VA1I13 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8444) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 113
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 


















-2 -a0 - 6 -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 to 12SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0.113 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0-120 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
. BSTPOW 50.000 ORSPOW 00.010 SREF 44.4440 S IN 
0.18 Z DELTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI 0.00O LREF 13.33a0 IN 
OO~f REF 13.3330 IN0.S9YRP 03.0000 INMACH 3.000 ELVST 0.000 XMRF T.5260 IN 
D.599 LVORB 0.000 BETA D.000 RF OOD IN
 
0.908 ZNRP 1.1940 IN 
AEDC RVFERENC FILTS SCALE P.G 550D 

AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84441 25 JUN 71 PAGE 114
 












a 111 12WHO" 2A -So -0 - 6 - 4 - 9 D 4 
0.=3BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
1*2O PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a*. S$ S T p C 5 0 . 0 0 0 OR P W S 0 . 0 p a SR E F 4 4 , 4 4 4 0 S Q I N 
REF 13: 330 IN 
O Z aBR 
0.1 2 DELTAX - .19 ALPHA I .000 
F 13 .333 0 IN 
XMRP 7.5280 IN 0.352 MACH 3.000 ELVOST 0.000 BTA 0.000 ymRp .OOOoo NE.5 .000LVOB 

ZMRP 1 1940 IN0.599 
o .
 SCALE 0:0055
 s 00 REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VAIIG3 HOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB445) 25 JUN 71 PGE 115
 













.1 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.12D "PARAMETRIC VALUES 
00 --0 - 8 -- -4 , - 2 46
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 0o151 85TPOW 50*000O fillPo 100,000 SREF 44.4440 se IN 
0.182 DELTAX " 0.019 ALPHAI 0.000 LREF.0 M. __BREF 13.333033  INin 
O-Z8 ~ 3oaDD.DGXHRF 7,520 IN£LBSTt

- .3LV OR 0 . 0 0 E TA . 000 _ _ _ _N Y_
.599 Z Rp 1.1940 IN 
1000R RVFERENCE FLE SCALE R 0IO. R 
AEDC VAII3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER RT8445 25 JUN 71 PAGE 116 
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SYMBOL TAZ422 A a 0.113 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
2
 
03 -1 0 PARAME TRIC VALUES REFERE NCE: INFORMATION 
0*1f51 
z 
B8TP.W 50*100O ROPCM# 100*000 SREF 44.4440 SQ in 
0.$62 VLTAX 0 .01 9 ALPHA, 0.00 0 LREF 13.3330 IN 
0.2 AHFYOT .)0 000BREF 13.3330 IN 
0.28 CHVBT 3*OD 0 ])0xMRP ;7,5200 IN 
f 0.535 . mOR .000 13ETA 0.000 YNR F 0:00D IN 
/ 0"599 ZNRP I .1.. IN 
0 FEENCE FILE SCALE a . ___ 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8445) 25 JUN 71 PAGE, 117
 











0~I.05 DET% .43 AFA_000 RF 3_UD I 
-. 20 $__3_3_ __ 
.-.-10 .3 _ _R___.94_ _ 1.1940 IN 
o. RFERNC BFILTE 
AEDC VA16AMA0 ABOSETR IN PROXIMIT TOERHCORITR RT44RATN71 
VAALUES05 
REFERENCE FLE 













-. 11 .O . O ROPO 1 .3 ______ A4 444 so I 
0.16 Z DELTAX 0.043 ALPHAI 0.000 
MAH 300 EBOT000R 
0,28 MCH 3*ODLVBT *OO 
0 ,35 2 E VO R S 0 .0 0 BE A . 00 
REFERENCE FILE 































1 -1- 4 -2 2 4; 6 to 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
o.113 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
R E F E R E N CE IN FOR M A T I O N
ODP o RA1R I5A L E 
" 0 .162 Ft 5 .0 O 0 o0REF B 44.4440 sa IN 
. 0;2 ,DELTAX 0.043 ALFHAI 0.000 LREF 13.3330 IN 
0.28 F 13,3330 IN 
M-ACH 3.000 OO0XRF :LBT .20 I 
S 0 - 3 5 2 L V OR B D .0 0 0 B T A 0 .0 D Y M R F 0 .O 0 0 I N 
10.000 ZHRP 
SCALE 1.19400.055 IN 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB4'4G) 25 JUN"71 PAGE 120
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-107 a 6 -4 - a 2 4 6 a 10 1a 
SYMBC
 
0.113 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
O.120 PARAMETRIC VALUES 44'44 soI
0 0 is$ 2STPOW 50.00D OQBFCW 10.000 SREF 'Q
LREF 133330 IN
O:182 CELTAX 0.105 ALPHA/ O.000 

INR F 13:3330 IN 
0 552 £VCQ .Co v BETA .000 YHRP .1000. N 






0.900 REFERENCE FILE 

AEC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8447) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 121
 











2 -. a - 6-- 4 a 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.113 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREE
 
0.120 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
05.5BT CW 50,000O R8PC 100*000 SREF 44.4440 $0 IN 
0.162 DELTAX 0.105 ALPHAI 0.000 LREF 13.3330 IN 
028 MC0 LBT . .00BREF 13.3330 IN 
.3 5 2 L V OR S Q*20 .0 0 0 NCH 3°00LV T B TA oOO O o DO XRP YIHR P 
7.5260 










AEC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8447) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 122
 





















a - a 
".*:=BOOSTERSyN -D lZ PA A ETR IC€VALUES 
F k 0 13 ]~ O 
lo*z ELTAX 0,1 
u ALPHA I 
228 MACH 3 
.000 V OST 
0.352 LV CQ8 . 000BETA 
.599 REE E CE FL
$ 
S0RR [ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK 





EFERENCE IN OR ATIO N 
SR F 44 .44 4 0 
S I N 
LR F L3.333 0 
IN 
X R E 3. 3330 
N 
Y MRpp G.O Qa 0 N 
M " 1 940 IN 
$CAL . 135s 
0.90. IR£ C F|. 
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z REFERENCE TRZFILEE 
0.E5tVA1163 50.CBOSTRINPOXIIT TOODO ORBTE 
SYMOLITA -Aso -o 4 -2 2 
0. LOSYP 50.000 OR0TO 10.000 
1999ZNRP 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VALlS3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER fRT8448) 
RSFALE 




25 JUN 71 
C INF0055 
44.44)AE 





















6 - 4 - 2 4 6810 lz-,112--10-
SYMBL ELA
 
" 0.13 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
, 2D PARAMETRC VLUS REFERENCE NFORATION 




:.182 VELTAX 0.167 
 ALFHAI 0.001) 
 13.3330 IN
 20 HCLOT3.0 .00BREF 

YMRP 0:.0O00 1N BETA 0.0DO 









AEDC VA113 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER RT84481 25 JUN 71 PAGE 125 



















00 -i a 6 4 0 2 4 6 a 1D le 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0.110 ABOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.120 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.52 BSTPOW 5D000 OR POW 100.000 
 SREF 444440 S IN
 
LREF 13.3330 IN
' .g8 ELA ALPHAS! .0 REF 13ZS IN: 0.i6Y 
0.28 EVSHCH .D0OoDOXMRF BREF 13.33307 528  IN
 
10.352 LVOB 0.000 0.000BETA 00 Y.Rp 





AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8448) 25 JUN 71 PAGE '126
 














-4?1 -to a 4 - a 4 6 a to 12 
SYMBOL OELTA2
 
0 113 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
.I2 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.151 aSTPCw 50.1100 WBPOW 100.00 SREF 44.4440 Be IN 
V.Z62 DELTAX G*Zza ALFHAI D.000 LREF 13.33'60 IN 
13330a IN 
.Z8 VSTA H 3°00°OD XR 7:528 , IN 
0.2 AHLOT300 000BR9F 

0 .3 5 2 LV O R B 0 .0 0 B TA D . 0 0 y m g p 0 .0 0 0 0 I N
 
0.599 ZHRp 1.194V IN
 
8CALV 0.0055
sulac REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAII631MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8449) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 127
 











i T ---	 4 2 0 	 4 6 8 1 12
 
.13 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.120 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE.INFORMATION
 
0.102 	 DELTAX 0.228 ALHI D00LREF 13.3330 I 
4444 S IN 




ZNRP 1.1940 IN 
10.00D REFERENCE FILE 	 CAL, 0.,055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8449) 25 JUN 	71 PAGE 128
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
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2 SYMBO "EL ASYNOOL OLLTAZ - -4 -2 0 B 4 6 8 10 11.:10PAMTI VAUSTE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0-120 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .151 BSTPOW 50.0130 RBPCi 4 0.00 SREF 44.4440 30 IN 
0.182 OELTAX 0.228 ALPHA! 0.000 .LREF - 13.3330 IN 
8REF 13.3330 IN 
0.3520.59 ELVLYSBTA SI0a OPQ0 YMRPI I;ZNP ".0001 1940 ZNI  
0.00 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA11 3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT84493 25 JUN 71 -PAGE 129
 














o 1SYMBOL OELTAZ -0 - 4 ­0.113 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.120 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0-"51 03TFOW 50,000 OR1POW 100,000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
[ 0.1°82BRF CELTAX 0.352 ALPHAI 0.000 LREF . 13. 333033  IN 
M'2ACH 3.000 ELVBST V.aoO XMRP 7o5280 IN 
2 0352 
0.599 






1O.Dau REFERENCE ILE $CALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT84501 25 JUN 71I PAGE 130
 








4 DE AZ_ -. - 2 0 2 4 6 0 to 12 
0.113 1BOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
:- 20 PARAMETRI'C VALS REFERENCE INFQRHATION 
0-:52 BSTpcv 50.000 a ePw 100.000 SREF 44.4140 SO IN 
a102 DTITAX D°352 ALFHAI 0.000 LREF 13.3330 IN 
R .- zsBEF IJ.33 
ACHM'= 3.000 ELVOST 0.000 33P75=0 I 
l 0°215Z ELVC4B 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRF 0.0000 1 N 
0.500 ZNRP 1.1940 1 N 
so.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE o.0aos 
AEDC VA1163 MIJAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB 150] 25 JUN 71 PAGE 131
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AEDC VA 11'63 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 

















-YB0D2 T_ -10 , 4 -2 0 _ 4 6 a III__ 
[ 0 .12 DELTAX 0.352 ALPMAI.2 0,130 LREF 13.3330 IN 
REF 13.3330 IN 
OEL AXACH 31300 ALVST 0.000 XR I 7°5280 IN 
0.352 ELVORD DIV0 SETA O.0o0 YNRF 0.0000 IN 
Z.593MRP 1.1940 IN 
D o
 
I 000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER tRT8450)- 25 JUN 71 PAGE 132
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
.20 -rr-t ,-r -r-rr -rr.- -rrt rO, -r -r-r rrr rrr -rr 
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a aSync" FATAZ - -o4 -a 2 4 
o.,1= BOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES2 *IZQ, PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
3TPO 200.00010.15s$ 5B P SD.000 . SREF 44.4440 IN 
S*2 DELTAX 0o.521 ALPHAI 0.000 LREF 13.Z330 IN 
R 0-2Za MACH 3.000 ELVOST 0,00D BREF 13.5330, s INall'p 7:  

0.352 ZLV¥ fB 0.090 BTA .000 YRP 0.0000 IN 
0.$9S ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
o°9o SCALE oo55 
DC.0I$ DATA MIS.ODE MR
 
AEDC VA1163 MbAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS,451) 14 AUG 71 PAGE 133
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 





.- 4 - a 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
.113 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.120 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0*151 BSTPOW 6,0 OR PC4 100,000 	 44.4440 sa IN5. 	 SREF 
0.182 	 DELTAX 0.521 ALPnAI 0.00O LREF 13.3330 IN 
.28BREF 13.3330 IN 
M,2ACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 XNRP 7.5280 IN0 3 5 Z L V B Do D D G B E TA 0 . 0 0 Y H R P a. DO O I N 
0.599 	 ZMRP 1:1 ,4 , IN 
E 0,08	 SCALE 0.0055ATA CODED,0 HIST. my 
AEC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8451) 14 AUG 71 'PAGE 134
 






I4 6 a 6 - 4 -0
SoMBO 05 -10 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 0 113 $ IN
SRE F 44 .44 40
REFERENCE INFORMTION

:120O PARAMETRIC VALUES 1 0. 000 0. 5 A U1po w 50 .00 0 BP C 
L R E F " 1 3 .3 3 3 0 I N
 0 .0 0 0 




ACH .000 LVBST 0.00
O.ZZ 






















. -. - 1 0--o, a 6 42± 
SYMBOL DETAZ
0.-161 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREN CE INFORMATION 




















0.908 IELVOQB GoDua $1ETA 0.o 0 F0 .RD~oo" N 
10.000 ZHRP I .1940 IN 
REFR£N£ FL ;SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84523-.,25 JUN 71 PAGE 136
 
















SYB L- 12T -so - s - 6 - 4 2 a 2 * 4 6 8 'D 1 
o S..Ss BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.S8 PARAMETRZC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATZON 
0.2200.3520.592 
e3TPWDETAX - 50.0000.391 QBPOWWLHAT 100.0005.10a SREFLREFBREF 


















AEOC VA1193 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8452) 25-JUN 71 PAGE 137
 
AEJC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3 













-'12 -10 - 6 6 -4 -2 	 4 6 10 12SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAe DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VAL*$ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
R B228 SSTPOW 50.000 CROPOWJ 100.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ 1. 
[ 	 0.352 DELTAX - 0.391 ALPHAI 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN 
8REF 13 3330 IN 
0.599 MACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 	 XMRP 7:5280 1 N0.9o5 	LVORB GoD 0 ' ETA 0.50 HRP 0 _000IN 
10.000 	 ZHRP 1.1940 1. 
REFERENCE FILE" CL 805 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8452) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 138
 







SYMBOL .	 2 0 4 6____ 




a 182 PARAMEIRIC VALUES 
-.22 057POW 50.0°0O RSPO 1O00° SREF "44.4440 SQ INF 

9,15Z DCLTAX -0.144 ALPHAI 5.100 LRc 13,Z330 IN
 
0.9 AH 300 EVS .0 	 R6F 13 3330 1 N 
D. Z. 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 Ymgp 0.0000{VOR 	 IN
 





AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8453) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 139
 






C 3 1 - '1' 
LI. 
4.2 
o . . .. . 
SYML DETA
 
2 0 - a a 4 2 4 a so_ 12 
0,1.51 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 




0.228 BSTFOW 50.000 ORSPOW 100.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
REF 13.3330 ININ
C .352 DELTAX 0 .144 ALF14AX 5.100 L
0.599 HACH 3.000 ELVOST 0.000 
 .6MRP 7:5280 1 , 
098 LVORS .000 BETA D.000 RP1'
R 400
- . 13O Z RP I I 
REFERENCE FILS SCALE 0.0055
 

















-. 02 	 _ 
SYMBOL *YM~a.tVLAZZ ~ - 0 4 -* 0 40 1 
. o.=ss BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0o*,2 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .428 	 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 $REF 44 .4440 SQ IN 
0.35 	 DELTAX - 0.144 ALPHAI 3.10 LREF 13.33O IN 
M-9ACH 3.000 ELVOST 13.3330 INACN 0.000 	 BREFxm~p 7°526 IN 
0.905 	 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
10.000 	 ZF 1.1940 IN 
SCALE D.0055REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAIS3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8453) 25 JUN'71 PAGE 141
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3 
F:5 
z 
:.151 BOSTR NGEOFATAC. LH DGRE 
U. -.to ANLE OF _BOOTERTTACKALPHABDEGREE 
-
1H0 .00-. 5ORS . B.T0 
0-35Z~~~ZM 5 DL 
REFERENCE FILE 




25 JUN 71 PAGE 
IN 
142 







-HM - • - 6 -4 2 a e 4 	 IV 12 
0 o1,1BOOSTER 	 ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB-OEGREES
 
0o 2PARAMETRIC VALUE"S 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:4228 BSTpCW 50.000 cespow 1DO°.Goo 	 SREF 44.4440 $0 IN 
0.35Z OSLTAX - 0.019 WLHAT 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN 
0.9 	 C .0 L0T 001 REF 13.Z330 IN 
9°590 CHSS . DoODXMRP 7.5260 IN 
10.00 ELVCS 0.000 ETA °oDa 	 ¥HRP 0.9000 IN 
ZRP 1.1940 1 4 
.FCALE 0.055 
REAER ILE TERNP 	 RBTR[T5 . R5FUR1NAE 
AEDC VA11S3 MEFECE FIOSER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CR79454) 25 JUN 71R P.AGE 143 
















.02 4 2TaAZ 
0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
[ . 1 8 2 P A R A E T R C VA L U E SR E 
O*Z$ USTI", 50.000 ORSpow IUU°0QU SREF 
[ 0.33Z DELTAX 0o.19 . ALPHAI 5.100 LRE 
F 
0.9 REF0ACH 3.000 ELVST 0.00 XHRP 
10.oBO ELVORL 0000 aCTA 0.000 y RPTZN 
ZRF 
REFERENCE FLE SCALE 












AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8454) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 144 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 










6 a 10 12 
- ..55 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.142 PARAMTRIC VALUES REFERENCC INFORMATION 
, .2 8BSTPOW $0.000 O BPOW 100.000 SREF 44.4440 $Q IN 
0.3521.0 DELTAX 0.042 AL.PHAI $*ioa LR£FBREF 13.33303.3330 ININ 
MA.O0CH 3.000 ELVOST 0.90D XWRP T.SZ8O IN 









AEDC VA1163 NDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8455) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 145­









Ci .t __-__ 	 _..__ 
IL 
*2 -10 	 --6 1-B - 4 - 0 2 4 6 a in 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:.226 BSTPOW 50.DooO QBPCW 1D000 	 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
LREF 13.3330 IN 0 352 VELTAX 0.042 ALPHAI 5.100 
: REF 13.3330 	 IN 1. 000 MACH 3.000 r.LVSST 0.000 	 IBMRP 7°52aG IN 
ELVCQ0 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP . 0000D IN1114. IN
 
CLE 0.5REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN P§OXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8455) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 146 













-0 - - -4 0 2 4 6 





































AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8455) 25 JUN 71 PAGE .147 
AEDC VA 11'63 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 










-- 402- -e -6 --4 -- 2 4 6810 	 I 
0 0,15, 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
R-22 0 BSTPU 50.000 C POW 100.0 0 SR F 44 .444 0 s IN 
r% 0.352 DELTAX 0.104 ALPHAI 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN
 
.59 MC 0D LOT 000BREF 13.3330 IN
 
X M R P 7 .5 2 6 1) I N 
-9 ELVOR 0.000 BETA 0.000 " YHRF 1:11411 IN 
0 . 9 839 . D L B S .
 
B 
10.000 	 ZHRP 1 194 a N 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0$55
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB456) 25 JUN 71. PAGE 148
 










V -yms, - 4 -2 a 2 4 a SO1 12 
0 °4 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAS DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0o228 0STPow 50.00 O PO 100.000 $REPF 4A.4440 $a IN 
0 iaz PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.332 OrLIAX 0.I04 ALPMAI 5.100 LRE 13.3330 IN 
•0.599 MACH 3.000 9LV8ST V.Doo 69EF 13.3330 IN 
0.900 ELVORS aooo BETA 0.001) IN RP 7 :52060 '1 




AEOC VA1163 MDAC 903STER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS45G) 25 JUN 71" PAGE 149
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3­













< .03 _ __ _ 
.01 
-'041 -1_- ' 68i _ _-2__ ____ 
SYMBOL .LIAZ
 
0 .151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.18Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.28 0$TFOW 50.000 ORSPOW 100.000 SREF 44.4440 se IN 
0.352 DELTAX 0.104 ALPHAI 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN 
BREF 13.3330 N 
MACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 XHRF 7.5280 iN 
0.E0 LVORB 0.00 BETA 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN 




AEDOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8456)* 25 JUN 71 PAGE 150 






SYMBO : 4,-L TAZ -10 a- 6 - - 2 2 A 6 a i n 12 
0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA8 DEGREES 
2.18 2 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 11STp w so*oca ORSPO IDO.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ in 
O.b32 DELTAX 0.166 ALFHAI 5.$00 LREF 13.3330 IN 
1000 MC .0 L6T O•a BREF 13.3330 IN 
zo~oo ACLB6T300D D.O0XNRP 7.5280 IN 
EL¥CIH 0.000 BE T 0.000 YNRPZMRP. 0.00001.1940 1 NIN 
EFEREMCJ FIL. S0ALE .0s$ 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC ROOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8457) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 151
 












a -- 2 "4 
a 
- 4 -- 2
6 DEGREESI - 2 
1-1 
10 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB 0 
2 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE ,INFORMATION 
0228 BSTPFO 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.352 CELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN
 
10.000 MACH 3.000 ELVOST 0.000 BRESR£F 13.3330  23 0 IN 
ELVQRB D.DO BETA 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN 




AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8457) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 152
 













< .02 l, 
-. 02 
-ymL-AZ2 0 4 6 a to sz 
s 70.7t1 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.18 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O* S BSTPi 50.000 08QPO 100000 SREF 44.4440 $ IN 



















ZMRP 1.1940 HN 
REFERENCE FILE CALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA11G3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8457) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 153 




It -- to_ _ _ __1_ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 
I--3 z 
0.z BSPW 5 ,0 pW lunuSE 444 QI 
Z 035Z DELTAX 0.227 ALFAAI 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN 




5 M A C H 
EVORB 
3 . 0 0 0 
0.000 
L VO S T 
BTA 
0 .D 0 0 
.00 X H R PYHRp 7 ,5 80 0a.go N 
ZHRP 1 1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN RROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8458) 25 JUN 71 PACE 154 












-4.3 i______4_tip l I B B l __ ___ __ 
.0 00XO 
to 1
m -2mELTAZ_ -O - -6 - 4 • -2 a 2 
0 0.153, 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
D.IB 2 PAAETRIC VALM3 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
G.Z8 8$TPCW 50.0013 Map" 100.000 SREF 44.4440 se IN0.1 1 TAX 0.227 ALFH__ 5100 	 LREF 13.3330 IN 
0.599 MACH 3.0au ELVDST 0.000 	 aHRr 13.5330 IN 
£V 	OD0.000D *O BETA 0.000 ¥RPp 0:.2 8.0 1N 
Zm.p 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE CALE 0.0055 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS4581 25 JUN 71 PAGE 155
 
____ 




















SYMBOL OELTAZ -10 4 4 6 8 to 12 
o 0.15: BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 































10.°00 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 1.1940 I N 
REFERENCE FILE CALE 0.0055 





























AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST'DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
RXMT T RIE R85)2 U 1 PG 5

-to -a0 - - 4 - 2 a 2 4 6 a o 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BSTPOW 50.,00O BPO 113.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 




HACH 3.000 ELVOST 0.000 XMRP 7 5 0 IN
 




R 2P ' 
RE-E FILE I T R 

AEDC.VA.1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH-NUMBER 3
 
.7~~~ 	 I A 










-_z0 . a-- - .­
-2 
a.O 2 "41 6 8 oI 
-,!, -10 	 G - 4 2 
S74o0L DELTAZ 
0.151o 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0-228 DSTFOW 50.000 SPC 100.000 -SREF 4.4440 $a I 
0 ez 	 . REFERENCE INFORMATION
 




0.599 	 B EF 13.3330 IN
ACH 3.Doo rLVSST 0.000
1000 Mo99 

10.000 	 ELVORB 0.0O00 SETA. .O0O0 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZRP I .1940 IN0.0055FR£CEF[ESCALE 

LI 5TO
REFERENCE OILE IN 
AEOC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER tRT8459) 25-JUN.71 PAGE 158
 






.05 - ,,2 4 
0 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
o° 8z FARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
G.ZZS BSTPOW 50.000- CNIPOW 100,00 SREF 44.4440 SOe IN
 
0.352 DELTAX 0.351 ALFHAI 5.100 LREF 13.333a In 
. 0.599 HACH - 3.001) ELVBST 0.000 BRE 13.3330 IN 
$0.000 ELVORB D.000 BETA 13.000 ymR a:,2080 IN
 
1.R 1.o .0 in 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MGAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84581 25 JUN 71 PAGE .159 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
* so -r1-r 1---- -1---r-rr -o -I -l -i-r -p--r-i -,---- -s-I- - - Jit 










a.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
- 0.18 Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a.228 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 	 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.352 	 DELTAX O.522 ALPHAI 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN
 
.99BREF 
 13.3330 IN 
0 9 MACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.O000 XMRP 7.5280 IN 
0,908 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YM9 OF0O Z 
1D.Do0 _RP IN1940 

REFEENC Z£ 	 1SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84901 25 JUN 71 PAGE 160
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSIER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 










iii, 	 s , I l f l i l I l t I , 1 , I
 
o .- -	 _-__-=4 a to
 
ANGLE 	OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
U.1 	 _.__BOSTER 

0. 12 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORATION
 
0 . Z B$1P2 5 0 .0 0 0 M OPO 100.-o-	 SREF 4 4 .4 4 4 0 SQ IN 
D, 	 0.352 DCLTAX 0.22 ALPHAI 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN
 
. MAC 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 BREF 13.3330 IN
 






AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84603 25 JUN 71 PAGE 161
 

















. 12 -in---_ a 
DELTAZ
SYMBOL 
0 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.18Z PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D228 BSTPOW 50.000 ORSPOW IDO.000 SREF 44.4440 So IN 
0.352 DELTAX 0.522 ALPHA1 5.100 LREF 13.3330 IN 
0.599 MACH 3.000 ELV8ST 0.000 BREF 13.3330 IN 
0.908 ELVORS 0.000 BETA ' .OOD YRPRF .520 IN 
b0.000 
 ZHRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0..0055
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAID63 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB4SC)- 25 JUN 71 PAGE 162
 












2 4 0 a toMSOe0 -- -- - 6 -a 4 -- 2 a 
a IsZ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES­
0.226 PARAMETRIC VALUES I REFERENCE INFORMATION 
. 3 5 2 BS T P C W 5 0 0 0 0 m a p o w 1 0 . 0 0 0 S R F 4 4 4 4 4 V $ I N 
0.599 DELTAX -­ 0.391 ALPMAI ID.009 LREF 13.33$0 IN 
0.900
.0XRF ACH 3.900 ELVBST Gaoo BREF 13.3310 7.580 IN IN 






AEOC VA1163,MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIM17Y TO ORBITER CRTS46I) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 1G3
 
12 









-TZ a 6 4 2 	 ADSYMOL 2 IQ - - -- 4 	 12 
0.182 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
OE- 228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.52 STOW 50.000 Casow 100.000 SREF 44,4440 SQ IN
 
0.599 	 DELTAX -0.391 ALPHAI 10.000 LREF 13:3330 IN 
BREP 13.3330 1 N 
0.908 MACH 3.000 ELV93T D.000 
 15NRF 7 5280 IN
 






AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORB3ITER CRT846I) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 164
 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 













-SO .6 4__Z A .8 -4 . 0 6 a to 1SYMBOL LI 
a~l BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
S 0.099 DELTAX - 0.391 ALPHAI iu.900 LREF 13.3330 IN 
0.9as MACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 BRE 13.3330 IN 
10.000 r.LVCQ 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0:00 0 IN 
7MRP 1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SC L[ 005 S 
AEDC VAII t3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT846I) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 165 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
*20 









-' Z -10 6 -4 IZD24 6 a so il 
SYMBOL PELTAZ [a 0.1862 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
O° ZS FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFEREN CE "NFORNATION 
0.352 BSTPOW S0.000 mapow 290.1300 	 IR'F 44 4440 SQ IN
 
0.599 	 CELTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI 10.000 LREF IS: ,330 IN 
.90BRCF 13 . 333 , N 
M.0ACH 3.000 ELVOST 0.000 	 XMRP 7 .5280 IN 
10.000 	 ELVCQ8 0.000 aCTA 0.000 YMRP 0,ooo0o IN 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN .PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB462) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 166
 












SYMBO DELTIZ -0 a_4_2_2 	 4aso l 
0:152 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB'DEGREES
 
.2,0 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 . 3 5 Z O TP OW $ 0 .* 0 0 O R P OW 1 0 0, 0 n o 	 S R E F 4 4 . 44 4 0 s e N 
0.599 	 VELTAX 0 .143 ALPHAI 10.000 LREF 13.3330 IN 
.98 MC . 000BREF 13.3330 IN0 V8T 
0008 N¢ .GO V .g -XNRP 7.5280 IN 
COO~LV VU 0.00 BTA 0.00D YRP a .O 0 I 
SCALE 0.00 5
REFERENCE FIL 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8462) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 167
 
________ 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
I1 I I j I I I I I I I I I 













-- s2- -10 -- a 6 -- 4 2 a 2 46 8 0 12 
SYMBOL IYELTAZ
0..102 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA.B DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES
o35Z 6STPOW 50.00D ORPO 100.000 SREFREFERENCE44.4440INFORMATIONso in 




-98 MACH 30000 ELVBST 0.000 X RP 7 $280 IN










AEDC VA1'163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8462) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 168
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
.10 
W. - -. 05 
L. -. 10 __ _ ___,_ _ _ _ 
(L 
4 
SYML L -0 ­ -6 - 4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 
'a .162 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0:228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Cl Do35Z 
0.$99 BSTPOW DELTAX 50.000 -0.019 029Po ALPHAI 100.000 10.000 S EF LREF 44.4440 13.3330 SQ IN IN 
30.00 13330 IN 
I'llD $.ACova ELVBT 0.*0O XREF 13 SO I 
ELVORD 0.000 BETA 0.YHR..P a , ao IN 
0.CVA3 M A BOOSTER IN00OQPOXIIT 1OORITR0.00 5 U ZRP71E 1,1940PA.40 INSIN 
REAECTR I VAUE IMITE T O ER R 3TUP 
. 1 
___ 


















6 -SYMBOL OELT&Z 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 































AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8463) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 170
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
*o13 -r-,---r -i-r-- ii 1-r--J i--r--r- -r-rr- -rr I iI-r 7rr r-r-r- - i---rr- i 
.12 








.00 T - -..-	 _ 
I
-. 01 	 f I 
A aSYMBOL. I*ATAZ - a A 	 4t t 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.12: PARAM4ETRIC: VALUE S 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.352 8ypOWj 50.00 m g 00.0o01 	 SRtF . 44.4440 $0 IN 
0.599 DELTAX 0.0:19 ALPHAI 10.000 	 LREF 13.333a IN 
10.000 	 . ELVST . 0.33301' IN 
X7.F .5e00 IN 
ELVOIRB 0.OO0 BE TA 0.O0O rMP 0:0ODUO IN 




AEDC VAIIS3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84G3) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 171
 












-. 1 -10 -4 2 0 2 4 6 a o 
S MBOL 0ELTAZ 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
0.182 

-22. PARAMETRIC VALUEb REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 BSTFCQ 50.Doo CQPO 100.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
10.0O0 DELTAX 0.043 ALPHAI 10.000 LREF 13,3330 IN 
BREF 13.3330 IN 
MACH 3.000 LST O.O NRF °20 I 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP 0.000 IN 
Z RP 1:1940 1 
REFERENCE FIL 
SAE 5 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8464) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 172 









SYBOL 0LTAZ 	 12' 
0182z 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0:28 	 PARAMETRIC VALUE S REFERENCE IFOR ATON 
4 4440 so IN 0,3 O.DDS~ BP 	 IO*ODSREF 
z 

ano. E T X . 4 3 A L P A I 1 0 .0 0 0 
 L R F 1 3 3 3 3 0 	 I N
 D 
 N
RF 13. 13 
MA H- 310 IIOOXR P *S S IN
NAC . *0 0 VBST 0. 0 

YRP .0000 	 IN 
IN 






WK£ NNC FILE 

AEDC VA163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER RT4641 25 JUN 71 PAGE 173
 




















0.10± .BOOSTER ANGLE OFATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATZON 
0.352 BSTOOW 50.000 RPOW 100.000 SREF 44.4440 so IN 
10.000 CELTAX 0.043 ALPHAI 10.000 LREF -13.3330 IN 
MACH -3000 ELVSST 0.000 XBRF 7.5280 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRF 0.0000 IN
ZHRP 1,1940 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE ITSCALE 0.005 7 
AEDO VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8484) '25 JUN 71- PAGE 174 










.41 j l _____ t __i _l , l ii l 

S 
z ___ BOSTRANLEO ATAK ALPHAB DEGREE 
-
-. 3V5______ 
LI . 0°59 OGO __ __4__HI RF 333G 
-. 30 ____ 
6ysYMB l. LTAZ 
U%$ 









:2aPSAERCVAL=& I - RCrEACNCC Z~rORNATZON 
0.55 
~ 

































ZNRP 11940 IN 
ZFUrENCE FILE SCALE 0.005 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB4SS) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 175
 










Lu jj0 _ 1_ _ _ 
rr 
.- 2 -10 -a8- 4 - 2 4 6 IQ_ 12 
-. o.__"_ OTRNGEF^TCAPDERE 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0ARM8RI BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAE DEGREES 
D-2,8 PARAMETRIC VALUES . REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.552 BSTFO 50.000 CBPOW 100.000 SREF 44.4440 SO IN 
0 C599 0.104 I.D . LREF 13.3330 INDELTAX ALPHAI 

1.33300.908 MACH 3.Do0 ELVBST * 00 * RSF IN 
040XNRF 7.528 0 IN 
10.000 -ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0. 0000 IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 INSCALE 0.0055
FILE
REFERENCE 
AEDC VA-11,83 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84G5) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 176
 
__ 

















0 to 120 2 4 $ 
-* O AZ -AM - -6 -4 
S.02 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
:228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.35 BSTPCM 50.000 OSPW 100.000 SREF 44.4440 Se IN 
0.$99 OELTAX 0.104 ALPHAI 10.000 LREF 13,3330 IN 
7.Z0 I
0. ST 	 REF 13.3330 IN•3° 0"9 [ O .GO0xMRP
0 AH 

10.000 	 YVOR8 0.900 AETA 0.000 NRP 1400D IN 
ZIOP 1.1940 IN 
7. P00 IFRITERLRTEU
REERENACE 3 N00 

.AEDC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CR18465) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 177
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
.105 








SYBL_*ETAZ -to -8 a - 4 -2 a 2 4 6 a ta 22 
0.182 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.220 PARAMETRIC VALUS 	 *REFERENCE NFORMATION
 




10.000 	 VELTAX 0.167 ALPHAI 10l.000 LRE 13:3330 IN
 
MC .0 
 13 3330 IN
VSTBREF
HAH .90 LV T 0 .O 0 
 XHRP 7o5280 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 IIRF a . Go0 IN 






AEDC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB466) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 178
 












-- a-8 - 4 -2 a 2 4 $ 	 1 12 
0.18 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARANETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORKATION 
D.352 OSTPOW -SO.DDo o sFO 100.000 	 SREF 44.444D SQ IN 
10.000 	 DELTAX 0.167 ALFHAI 10400D LREF 13 3"aD IN 
JBREF 13°33au I ,
MACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 XMRF 7 .528, N 
ELVORD 0.00 BE TA 0.000 YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 1 1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0:00,53
 


























Ig 0"102 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.220 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
B 0.352 OSTFOW 50.000 ORBFOW 100.0o SREF 44.4440 SQ IN10.0.0 DELTAX 0.167 ALPIAI 10.000 
 LREF 13.Z330 IN
BREF 13.3330 IN 
NACN 3.000 ELVEST 0.000 XNRP 7.5280 IN 






AEDC VAIIB3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER tRT8466) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 180
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a 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
.. l~zBOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB"ODEGREES
 
0.28PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.3S9 BSTPOW 50.090 CRPOW 1O00.00 SREF 44.4440 so IN 
0.599 DELTAX 0.228 ALPHAI 10.000 LREF 13.3330 IN 
- .00BREF 13.3330 IN
 
MI°O 3.090 ELVBST 0.000 RP 1.5280 IN
ACH XM 
ELVCB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN
 





AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB4G7) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 1B1
 









-112 -10 -__4 a 4 __zz 
STMBOL OCLTA2 
0.132 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
v.Z2S PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.45. BSTPOW $0.000, OPOW 100.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.599 CCLTAX 0,Z28 ALFHAI 10.000 LREF 13.3330 IN
 
13.3330 IN
lvOG MCHEVOT 300 000BREF 

t .DD LVTTHAH ,DG O, 0XNR P 7 5280 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YNIP 0 ,000 I , 
"IFP 1.194. IN 
CL 005 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAI1G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS-467) 25 JUN 71 'PAGE 182
 
























- 10 -0 -4 2 2 4 6 a 10 12 
D .12 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 






















9LV0Ra 0.000 BETA 0.O0g YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE a.0055REFERENCE FIE 

AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84673 25 JUN 71 PAGE 183
 













-. 420 Z -0 8 - 4 2 B 2 4 6 a so 
[a S.I:Z BOOSTER' ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
.2 a PARAETRC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATION 
0.352599 BSTPOW 0-352 ORBPOW _REF $REP 13.3330 INDELTAX 5 .000 ALPHAS 100.0o0 44.4440 so IN 
1000 BREF 13.3330 IN 
M°0 3.000 ELVILST O 0.31 XNRP 7 5280 NACH 
ELVORS 0.0O0 BETAi 13.000 I.RP 0 : 0,0O IN 
... P 1140 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0 R0055 
AEDC VA1153 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT00,) 25JUN 71 PAGE 184
 









SYMBOL -t- -2 2 4 __ E TAZ -4 

U.Z82 BOOSTER ANGLE OF-ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES R -228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
" 0.552 BSTPOW 50.090 o sPol 100.000 $REF 44.4440 so in 0.500 DeLTAX U.362 ALFHAI 10.000 LREF
SR-F 13.3330 IN 
SD*OO LBT OD HP 7C580SZ I N~~~M: 

£ V ORS 0 .000 B E TA 0 .009 Y MR p *:Do O I N 
ZHRp .S4 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE U.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8468) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 165
 



















-- 2 ini al - -• t-B 2 a 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL ..OELTAZ102 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.352 OSTPOWJ 50.000 QRSPOW 100.000 SREF 44.4440 SO IN 
.0.599 VELTAX D.352 ALPHAI 10.000 LREF 13.3330B ININ
 
ACH 
L0B . 0 0 B TA . 0 0 0 IR P I_ 
ZRP 1.194D 







AEC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER 25 JUN 71 186PAGE IRT8468) 

AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
S -. 10 
I--2
 
a 2 4 6 a to 12 
182o BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
:,29 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFCQMATION 
0 3 Z B ST PCQ 5 . 0 n o C B P C 100 .0 0 a $R E F .4 4 .44 4 0 s o n 
0.599 DELTAX 0.501 ALPHAI 10.000 LREF 13.333D IN
 
0.0 AHLOT 300 000BREF 13.3330 zN
 
$ 0 . 0 0 0V N , 0 S , 0 XM R P 7 .5200 IN 
"WCQ80 olova BE00RTA 0.000 YNRP D.0D0D IN 
Z4P 1-9. 
8c.. :'DA'EFEEUCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8469) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 187
 










. z 2 . . .-- 4 6 _ a 
SYMBOL DrLTAZ 
6.2o BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
R 0:. PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERCNCC INFORMATION0.352 BSTFOW 50.9DQ ORPOW vo0.ava SREF 44.4440 30 IN0.599 DELTAX 0.501 ALPHAI 10.000 LREF 13.3330 IN 
.0XRP.906 MACH 3.00D ELVBST 0.000 BREF 13.33307,528 IN 
EDDGLVORB v.vDa BETA 0.000 YNRP :.VoDO IN
 





25 JUN 71 18
AEDC VA4I13 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER PAGE5RT8433) 

.03 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
tr, J6 400| _ a_ so_ it_ 





. 0 0 
.F05 
AEDCVAIG3 DACBOOSERN POXIITYTO OBITR 
__F_$____0005 







2 JNT1PAE 8 
--








SYMOL TA -10 4 2 0 2 A 12 
A o.lZQ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES •REFERENC 
E INFORMATIOND.182 SSTPCW 50=0D OROPO 100.009 SR9F 44.4440 sa IN 
0,2ZO DELTAX 0 .391 ALPHAI 4.900
-




10.000 REFERENCE FILE 
 SALE 0 055
 
AEDC VAI--G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8470] 25 JUN 71 PAGE 190 






-4 .3 	 __ _ --
U-. 
2 4 6 a 10 laSYMOL--nV A - - 6 - 4 
0 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
V	015 • PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1 8 a 8$ TP O W s o g o5W 0 0 0 10.O~ S "[ E'JO 44 . 4 4 4 0 S I N 
0.228 DELTAX - :.391 ALPHAI - 4,900 	 LREF 13:a330 INU 	 .5280 IN0.5 LOSAH .0 .0 	 REF 1 3 3330 IN 
0 59 , LV ORB . 000 B TA G IVEN] 

"RP .DO G IN 
0.9vo ZMRP 1.194D IN 
SaDuoG REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0355 






















R °.1 01I __0_-

.10 BSTPOW_ 5000 fi__ 10.0) 
 RF 4440_aI 
-. -10 - 6 4 -2 0 2 4 $ B 10 12SYMBOL LTAZ .. 
.02 MACH___ 3.00 E__T .01 
___1.33D IA.95 
 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB IEGREES
 
.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREN C INFORA T0ON 
0.A13 C 0.0O00 OR$FOtJ 100T0 SREF 44.4440 S IN0-226 OELTAX - 0.391 ALPUAI - 4.soo LREF ±3.3330 IN 
0.352 MACH 3.000 ELVOST 0o°oo BREF ±3.s330 IN(AXNRP ?.5eed IN 
0.599 ELVORS 000 BETA 0.000 yMRP 0.0000 IN 
•0.900 2H F 1.1940 IN10-000 FL CALESEEEC 0.0055
 
AEDC VAII63 MDAC BOOSTER IN, PROXIMITY TO ORBITER tRT8470) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 192
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VdfIO lZEFERENC I 
M8 IOAC BOOTE 
-t -IsF8R4 
MBA B VALCA 
I RB OXIIT 
STER 
TO]l ORIE CRT 
-2 0 
ANGLEIITT ORBATACK 
1 25E J4U444 71 
2.4 S 



















4 --PAI l 

0 	 -2 0 2 4 6 a 
SYMBOL ELTAZ 
A 	 o.2o BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB,DEGREES 
o 	 0.151 PARAMETRIC VALES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.18Z BSTFOI 50.000 ORBFOW 100.000 SREF 44.4440 80 IN 
022. DELTAX - 0.143 ALFHAI - 4.900 	 LREF 1 3 N 
0.352 MACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 	 R£F 1 7.5200 INaEF . 33
XYRP 0.0000 IN0.599 ELVOR 0.00D BETA 0.000 
0.900 	 ZNRP 1.1940 IN X 	 1.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.005 
AEDC VAI1S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN'PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84713 25 JUN 71 PAGE 194
 






7 . 102 0SPW a00 R__ 0000_ 4.40 aI 
-. .06 "CH___ EL93 Gvu __.____ R 1.330 I 
o. 0 " VM S BETA__ ol gol__ _______ _05__6.0 I 
- o4 APA °9 LE 1.30 *1TX I 
.0* 2 OU BT *O FI Np ° 0 
.01 
__3.333_ Z 
.040 BEFSTER ANGL SCALPDEGREE  
AED oAIN-HszBoER BOST ANGL ORBITAR ALPHAB1DEGREES AGE1 
AEC A163- A d BOp5DOE INPRXIIT T00 ORBTE CR8413 2 J441PAE 9 
AEUC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 





SMO - E10 ,4a 	 11 
hi 
a 
- .20 	 . _R___4.4440 _____ 
-. 15 0 - - V EF 	 C O A 
0.228 DETX .1 ALAT- 490ARE 
 3330 I
 





 0.000 BETA D.000 	 IXNRP .0avNO 

R 1:194D IN 
SREFERENCE SCALE B NFLE055
 
FNP 	 7520 IAE0C VAI163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER 25 JUN 71 PAGE IN±RT34723 















-- 6 - - 2Z0 
.ALPHAS DEGREE
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK
A .20 	 MAT NINFOR 
PARA ETRIC VAL UES S EF 44 4440 $ IN 
REFERENCE 
0 	 0 .151 000 
0,1 6Z SSTP CQ s c0Do Mapo w D. 	 LR F 13 3V INo 	 333 
A l - 4 .900 3. 3 30 NF 
3,O va ELV ST 
-- 0 019 ALP 	 D.OXR
.2Z O DELTAX 
/ MACH 	 .1940 20 32 	 ZMRP 0°OO 1 NY RP . 
0.000
.00 BETA0 0..599000 ELV QB 	 DD5CL 

FIL EREFERENCE 
RT8 72I 25 JUN 71 PAGE 17
 
E C 	VA 113 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER 










? ---- -- --
Li 
U--D 
1-2 -1 0 -6 - 2 6a 
SYMBOL CELTAZ

A 0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.0182 STPOW 50.000 ORSPOW 100.00 SREF 44.4440 e IN 
.0°2Z DELTAX - 0.019 ALP4AI - 4.900 LREF 13.3330 IN
0.102 8TW 50.000 OSO 100.000 -BREF 13.3330 IN 
0.352 MACS4 3.000 ELVOT 0°000 BXRF 7.5280 IN 
0.599 ELVORO 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRF 0,0000 IN 
ZNR 1.1940 IN1.000 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAI-163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8472) 25 JUN 71 PAGE IS
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
.20 l il r~ w r 1r- -rrr -r--r -r---r -#-r -r-rr -1-1 
U--2
SYM.10 ____a1 
I -- __ _5_ 
0:6 PAAETI ALE EFRNE FRMTG 
.00W0.1$ 5200 RPW lo~alS F 4 40 $
 
S-­
.05 MAC LBT .0 MF .20 1 
F 

-. 30 _________A 1_330 ___-Z___ __ 
-. 3 __RF___.______ N 
-30 -8 -8 T -y - 0° 2 4. 6 MR 8 0 12 
ARoFn BOOTER NGLEOF ATACKLALPAB DGREE 
SCALREENE 0.F0 AT55O.J FERNC FILE R 
AEDC VA163 MDAC O.OE IN POXIIT O O RBTRCT47)2 U 71 PA 4G 199
 
AEDC VAI63 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER tRT8473) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 199
 










-- 0 - -6 -4 " -. 2 0 "4 8 12 
A .-Igo BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAR DEGREES
 
0.161 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.10 SSTFQW 50.000 mapOW 100.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN2 

0.228 DELTAX 0.042 ALPHAI - 4.900 SREF 13.3330 INN. L  3. 330 
M*5 3.000 0.000 XMRF 7.5280 1.ACH ELVSST 

1.00 LVORB .000 BTA .009 
 YRF 0:000 N
ZRF 1 1940 1. 
REFERCNCE FLLE SCALE O. RATO 
AEDC VA113 MDAC BOOSTER IN-PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT447340 25 JUN 71 PAGE 200
 
































AECV1163 MDC BOOTE I PRO II TO OR I ITE CR 3 25 JUNl 1 PAGE 201
 
AE .1V^20 N OSTER ANGLEIITORBATACK ALPI47AB DEGREES AGE2BOA T 













-- z -10 - 6 - 4 - 24 	 to1
 
SYMBOL LE2TAZto 	 a 
A .120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES1 .151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
U.162 BSTPOW 50.000 OfbPOW 100.000 	 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.226 	 DELTAX 0.104 ALFHAI - 4.90D LREF 13.3330 IN
 
032 MC LBT .0 .00BREF 13 3330 IN
 0*32*DDHCH£VB6 DODX'RP 	 7°528S IN
0/.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.90 
 .. 0HR IN
O., O 

0.908 ZMRP 1.1940 IN
 
IBD00 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN'PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8474'3 25 JUN 71 PAGE 202 
_ _ _ 













2 0SYMBOL t LTAZ a 9 4 





0 1 8 2 B~ 5 . ao O R OW 1 0 . 0 0 0 SR EF 4 4 . 4 4 4 0 INs o I N
 
U*51 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

LR F 13.3330 

0-28 DLTAX 
 0.104 	 ALPHAI - 4 90 

B R E F 1 3 3 3 0 I N
 
B •5 	 XMR p , B INM.S 3 ELVOT 0.000
AC H 000 
 Y M B F O0 aO I N
 
ZR P 0 0055 IN
 
0 .9 9 L V O R D 0 .0 0 0 B T A . 0 0 0 

SCAL E 1. 1940
0908 
 R FR N CEF ILE
1 .00 

AEDC VA113'MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84741 25"JUN 71 PAGE 203
 














a 4 6 a 10 1202 - 6 A 2 2 
SYMBOL CELTAZ
 
A 0.20 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 '.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O.ISZ BSTPOW 50.000 100.00B SRBFCQ 44.4440 INREF SQ 
0.228 OELTAX 0.104 ALPHAI - 4.9DD LREF - 13.3330 IN 
0.352.BREF 13.3330 IN 
0 MACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.0o0 XNRP 7.5280 1N 
0.599 ELVOfB 0.000 BETA 0.00D YHRP a.000. IN 
0.908 ZMRF 1.1940 IN
 
SCALE 0.005540.000 REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8474} 25 JUN 71 PAGE 204
 










U -. .10_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
LLI 
-. 20 __ _ "___ 
*YMBOI C LTAZ
A .120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHAB DEGREES
0-151 PARAMTRIC WILM REFE CE INFORMATION 
0.192 BSTFOW 50.000O epci ing0 3 SREF 44.4440 so IN 
R .2I8 VLTAX 0.16 ALFHAI - A.90B LREF 13.3330 IN 
0.3 AH 300 EVS .0 REF 13.3330 IN
 
X R F 7 .5 2 8 0 I N
 
IO.TO ELVORBT 0.00 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN
 




.1 3 C BOOSTER ANGLE OFIATTAERL ALPHAB 2DGREE 
AEiC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT84753 25 JUN 71 PAGE 205
 









4 ~ ~ *~ ~ .*,. ~ ~i ~ n ~ l. ... u. .. 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB4 DEGREES 
...
-- 2 -- 10 a-8 6 -- -2 . a ,..SIMBOL 0.10 1 1 10 12CELTAZ

0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

REFERENCE NFORMATION 
R .102 OSTFOW 5G.D00 m apow " 1 0.000 SREF 44:4440 so IN 
0.228 DELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI - 4.900
oS MC LREF 13.a330 IN.0 LOT .00B:EF 

°'5500 ~~~~~ST A 13 330 INL H o 
 R F 7 .5Z80 IN10.000 ELVCS 0.00D BETA 0 no*'. YRPp O0.,G o
 
ZHRP 
 . 94oa IN 
SAE DUSREFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAI.G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8475) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 20G 








o .14 I 4__ a 24 
_ _ 1 
___.0TA 
 4 -
_ __--__4 __O 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
A O.Izo BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.15 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 
 SSTFOW 50.000 OQSPOW 100.000 OiRE; 44 .4440 84 IN* 
O.t2O DELTAX 0.166 AL MAI - 4.900 LREF 13.3330 IN
0.35 BREF 13.3330 IN "
 
M,ACM 3.000 -ELWBST 0.000 
 XMRP 7.5280 IN
 




AEDC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY'TO ORBITER CRT8475) -25 JUN 71 PAGE 207 











MACH 3.000__ 0.000__ 
________ _______ ___ _ IN 
-* -
L 1.-40 
_____ 1.1940 __IN__ _ 
0.8 SFW $.D RPW OOO 444 QI
 
S-2 ET O26 APA .O RF 1.30 I
 
-.203.33 
C.D A. 3OD £VST DDDXR .Z0 II

z.9 LO OOO BTA DQDYR .OO Z
 
I OODZR .9D IU _A__ ____ ____ 
j.--.25F3L
 
A ~ EEEC FILEo ANLE.0ATCK APA5DGRE SCALTE 
AE 0.V1l3 A BOOSTER T OFRATACK ALPHAB6DEGREES 0ANGLEXIIT AGE 

V1516 INALU
.O PACBOOSERZ XMIT TO{RNC ORITRFRT4RMA5TUN71 POEN0
 




-,12 -10 a -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 1 
STMOL .ELTAZ 
A .120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0°Ia2 OSTPOW 50.000 CQBROW 100.Duo SREF 44.4A40 $Q IN 
- .229 OELTAX 0.228 ALPHA. - 4.900 LREF 43.33a IN
 
015 AHLOT 309 00 BREF 13.3330 IN 
01352 A9.0 LBS , XNRP 7.5280 IN 0.59 VO 000 aCTA 0.000 yMRP O*O00 IND 

10,000 































-. 02 t 
0 8 12.12 -10 -8 - -4 -2 2 4 0 10 
E.LTAZSYMBOL 
o.±zo BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTFCW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 SREF 44.4440 s1 IN
 
O.228 OELTAX 0.22S ALFHA! - 4.900 LREF 13.3330 IN 
0.352 MACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 XNRF 7.5280M 13 528  IN 
;.5 9 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN 9 
-.
 
10.000 ZNRF 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE 'CALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA113 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT2476) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 210
 
.15 





z -. 25 
-.3
 
I.4o . a- 2 4 6 a 10 12 
0..120 1BOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.152 PARAMETRI VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C.162 SSTF w 50.000 ORPW 100000 SREF. 44.4440 so IN 
U.229 VELTAX 0.351 ALPHAI 4.900 LREF 13,3330 IN 
c~s AHLOS .0 .0 ReF iz.3330 IN 
.5 9 9 EL V O R 0,3 2 0O . G D G CH3,0LVBB ETA T .O00. 0 0 0 
" RP 
Y MR P 
7 5280 
U. 0 0 ' a 
IN 
I1 
t ".P 1..p.10 1. 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE .on$$ 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8477) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 211 











_____l _ _ __t _ _ _ _ _ _Li..*I ~ 4 . 
- 1 04a1SYMBOL DELTAZ
IL .10 a64 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTAK.K ALPHAB DEGREES 
S 0.1 PARAMETRIC VAL ES RE FEENCE N OR ATON 
. 1 8 2 B S T p o w 5 0 ov CfF OW Do . vo l S R E F 4 4 .4 4 4 0 Q I N 














AEOC VA116G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8477) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 212
 
lx 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
o .08 









9L -­to -a' t6 ' - -2 2 . 4 6 a IV 12 
SYMBOL ELTAZ 
.o  -BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.150.5[ 2 TF W PARAMETRIC 5 . 0 0 0 VALUES C f I S F W 1 0 . 1 1 0 - REFERENCE INFORMATIONS R E 4 4 . 4 4 4 0 s o I N 
0.228 OELTAX 0.351 ALPHAZ - 4.900 LREF 13.3330 IN 
0.352 HACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.00 BREF 13.530 IN 







0O.001) Z.RP 1.1940 ZN 
REFERENCE FLE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA113 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8477) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 213
 





-. 05 ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ --_ _~I .00 
____ ____ ________ 
L, 
z 







-0 - 4 2 2 4 6 12 
SYMBO DELTAZ
A O.lzo BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.21 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
. 1 Z S T P O W 5 0 . 0 0 0 O R P W I O D . 0 0 D S RE F4 . 4 0 e I 
R OZza VELTAX 9.522 ALPHAI - 4.900 LREF 13.3330 1.
 
03Z MCLBT .0 .00BREF 13.3330 IN
 
0.599 AH 3,0 LBS * XMRP 7.5ZO0 IN
 E°9LVOR 0.000 BETA 0.009 YNRF a 0O0 IN 
0.908 ZMRP 11 IN
 
10.00 REFERENCE FILE SCALE a.05 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8478) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 214 








- 4 2 0 2 4 6 a to 12 
ZyHaCC .LTI.* 
O..IZ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
S 01151 
 PARiMCTRIC VALMS REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.189 03TFW 50.000 C vF 190.009 3RrF 44.4440 se to 




. 5 MA H 3 . 0 00D ELV 5 3T . 0 00 XH P 7 2 8 0 IN
0.599 ELVbRs D.0130 MIA 0.00D 
 YHRp a. 00OO 

0.900 ZMRP 1 194. IN0.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE O.0055
 
AECC VA1193 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8478) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 215
 
















 I _______ _ ______ __,___J i ___ ,__ 
-.01
 
12 1 - - -4 - 2 0 2 4 I 0 12 
SYMBOL LTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTFOW 50.000 ORSfOw 100.000 SREF 44.4440 So In 
U.20 OELTAX 0.522 ALFHAI - 4.900 LREF 13.3330 IN 





BETA 0.o0o XFYMRP 
ZMRPSCALE 
7.5200a.0000 




AEDC VAIB3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8478) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 216
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 





I -_____ 	 _____.il __ __ _ 4 1 4_ ____ _ e__l i 
-6 4 -	 2 4 6 s $a 
a~=.BOOSTER 	 ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
,0 	 51PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
8 S. O R S O W SR 4 4 4 4 a I N
 S T P O W4 5 0 .0 0 0 1O00 .0 0 	 F . s o 

10.000 UELTAX -0."91 ALPHAI U'vou 	 LREF 13.3330 IN 
F 13.3330 1 N3.0 .000 LRS







DATA MIDI, CCCC MM 
AEDC VA11G3 MDAC 9STR(NO CANARD) IN PROX. TO ORB CRT8479) 14 AUG 71 PAGE 217
 
AEDC VA i163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 





---D8644 .. 	 2 2 4 6 a 10 12 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D-182 83T-OW 50.000 CRPO 100.000 SREF 4 .4440 OQ IN 
10.00O 	 DELTAX - 0.391 ALPHAI O.000 LREF 13.3330 IN 
aREF ft13.3330 IN 
MACH 3.000 ELVSST 0.000 XHRP 7$S N 
ELVORS 0.900 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0:0.90. IN 
•zHRPp I 9N IN 
.0

DATA MIT. CODE MMSAL 
AEDC VLA1,IG3 MDAC 8STR(NO CANARD) IN PROX." TO ORB [RT8479) 14 AUG 71 PAGE 218
 












..12 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
• 0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATI O 
0 0.182 BTPCQ 50.000 mspow 100.000 SREF 44.4440 SO IN 










ELVCRD 0.000 BETA 0.000 yMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZRP ,. 9AD IN 
SCALE 0.0055DATA MIST. CCCE M" 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BSTRENO CANARD) IN PROX. TO ORB [RT8479) 14 AUG 71 PAGE 219
 
AEDC VA 163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
I­
a, - s__ 	
____5_ 
-...1--6 - 4 - 2 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
.1 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
-. ARA1ETRC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.102 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 	 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
OOO 	DELTAX - 0.143 ALFHAX 0.000 LREF 13.3330 IN 
BREF 13.3330 IN 
MACH 3.000 ELVEST 0.000 XHRP 7:5280 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP a .G00 IN 
ZRP :.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE 
 SCA LE Q 

AEDC "1163 MDAC BSTRCNO CANARD) IN PROX. TO ORB CRT84803 25 JUN 71 PAGE * 220 
55 















. . ._.- .__. ._ 
SYMBOL
 
a 0120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUESSZDo 8 5F BP 0.0 	 SREFREFERENCE44.4440INFCRMATIONSQ IN 
STPOWO.6 50.000 ORBPOIJ 100.000 R 4.40 SQI

10.000 QELTAX - 0.143 ALPHA! 0.000 	 LREF 13.3330 IN -
MACH 	 3.000 ELVET 0.000) BREF 13.3330 IN 
XMRP 7.5280 ZN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMRP 0.0000 iN
ZHRP - ±1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA11S3 MOAC BSTR(NO C-ARD) IN PROX. TO ORB CRT84803 25 JUN 71 PAGE 221
 
AEDC VA,'1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 















.. 00 E__V___ 0.___0__ 
-°I -10 a - 6 - 4 -2 a 2 4 68 10 12 
SYMBOL CELTAZI 
D .IZD BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 151 PARAMETRIC VAL ES REFER ECE INFORATION
 
0.162 9STPOW 50.000O RSpoW 10DOD SPEF 44.4440 sa 1.
 





ACH * D SS ,O 
 HR F 7o:5S

. 0 B20E T A 0 .0 0 0 YMRP 0. 0 . IN
E L V O R B 0 I N 
I Z0R- 114 0 NoED VA.12 ORSFOWO INE TO ORIN88 5 U 1 44.444 2




OEC 0A.151 RFACE FIRLERTVALUE25ENE7ENCE 22T
 









I -_ __ 
























Lii LI_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 	 i t I ~ 1 4i _ _ _ __t _ _ _l l _ _ _LI 
- -54E -__ -4 	 0i _-6__2468 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
A 0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
.151 PARAETRICVALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 BSTFOW 	 50.000O RSPOW 100.00D SREF 44.4440 Se IN 
CELTAX 	 - .019 ALPHAI 0.1300 LREF 13 3330 N
 
MC 3003 EVS 
 13:33300 IN
0010BREF
MAH .0D ELST 	 17 .°5280
.OOXHRP IN
 







AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BSTRCNO CANARD) IN PROX. TO ORB CRT8481) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 224
 
___ 
















.01X 0 0 9 AL H I 0 0 0a~ 
 r 1 ; 3 0 I
 
, a4e T_ a - 4 - a 2 
SYMBOLA O..=Z BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0:.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 

000 OSTPOW 50olov ORSPOW 100.000 
 ERF 44.4440 $a IN 
HACH 3.1000 ELV13T O.O0 R0F 13.3330 IN.XRF 7.5 80o 
 IN 
£LVOR0 0.00D BETA D.000 YMRp 0.0000 IN 
,ZMRp 1:2940 IN 
RI £R NC£F .SC
AECVI3MAC 5.000N CANARD) IN00 PRp TOa~ OR 5JN71 ALE PGa,0055 2ZN80EDC VA.1 R F3 RC A I TR 2NC 225FAIALES C RD R 1 E 





____ ___ _ 
-.05 




-. 12 -4 - a 2 4 6 
SYMBOL VELTAZ

A .120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.152 FARAMETRI VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONC 
10.D0o BSTFOW 50.000 ORSPO 100.1300 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
E F  
DELTAX 0.043 " ALFHAI 0.1011 LR 13.3330 IN 
BEF 13:333 0 IN 
MACH 3.000 ELVBsT 0.0O BUXRP 7°.5280 I 
ELVORS 0.000- BETA D.00 p aHR aO IN 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BSTR(NO CANARD) IN PROX. TO ORB CRTS4821 25 JUN 71 PAGE 226
 
__ __ _ 









I - . 4 
- .3 ,,, ,__ 
6 014 
iCiTRN V16
AEI AAD NPOX OOBCT42 2 U 1 PG 2
 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
.120 
 A T I ONR F R EN CE I N F RM 
P A R A ET VA L U E SR I C0 . 15 1 
REF 44 .4440 s IN
 CBP CQ lova o 
LREF 13 .3330 




0043 ALPHA ] . 000 IN
DELTAX 


















D V 13 ACI FILE I.R25 











•~~ e. I .. 	 .J .* .l .1 .e. . . .i . I I.. I
 
-* 2-0 -8 -6 - 4 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0 .12a 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0,51PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
10.000 	 BSTFOW 50. 00 CROPOW 100.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
ELTAX 0.043 ALPHA] 3.000 LREF 13:3zz IN 
13 3330 IN 
HAHLVS 3.O ODDXNRP 7 .5280 in 
ELVORS 0.000 BE TA 0.000 YMRP a 0000 IN 
ZIRP :.1940 1N 




REERNC 	 FLESCALE 

AEOC VA1163 MDAC BSTRCNO C'ANARD) IN PROX. TO ORB CRTB482] 25 JUN 71 PAGE 228
 









SYMBOL D LTAZ 
A ° 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB-DEGREES*
 
O.JPAFRAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S,8STPOW 36000O ORSPO 100.000 SREF 44.4 40 SQ IN 
10.000 	 DELTAX 0.105 ALPHAI G.ou LREF 13.3330 IN
 
MAH .00 ELOT 
 13o3330 IN
 HAH °00 O°OOXNRF 
.00BRET
LV T 
 7,5 80 1N
 




REFERENCE FI LE 
 SCALE :04,05
 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BSTRCNO CANARD) IN PROX. TO ORB CRT8483) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 229
 
I 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
.7 	 .___ .__._._._. _ 
C, 
LL
- L5 . 
PS 
L-. 
.!2 	 4 2 2 __1___ 4 6_a____12 
--. 
X .12 	 BOSTRANL O ATCK LPABDGRE 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
A 0.420 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
o *5 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.182 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 	 SREF 44.4440 SO IN 
0 0 0  	 F 

10.	 DLTAX 0.10$ ALfHAI 0.000 LRE 13.3330 IN 
MACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 XMRF 7.5. 0 IN
 







AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BSTRCNO CANARD) IN PROX. TO ORB CRT8483) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 230
 
















to ISYMBOLI DELTAZ 1 a4 	 2 a 2 4 6 a 
A 0.12o 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES o 0.152 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
/ 0.102 BSTPOW 50,000 CSDFOW 100.000 SE 444 QI
10.0c0 OELTAX 	 0.103s ALPJ4AI 0.000 LREF 53.52ka IN 
3AN.000 'ELVBST 0.0 RF..30 I 
ELVORS 0.0D0 SETA 0.00g YMRP 0.000 IN 
ZI4RP 1.4040 IN 
REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BSTRCNO CANARD] IN PROX. TO ORB CRT84833 25 JUN 71 PAGE 231
 





. 4 a 4 6 a 10 la 
SYMBOL CELTAZ
0.%Zo BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IMFCRMATION
 
IO*DD BS~B 0o00 ,11 R1 44*4440 so IN 
F 

DELTAX 0.161 ALPHAI 0.000 LRE 13:3330 IN
 
MAH 300BVS .0 
 REF 13 3330 IN
 H~t 3000 ELB$T 7:52on
O.OOX'RP IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 Y..PF .0000 IN 
ZMRF 1.1 940 1N
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0..055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BSTRCNO CANARD] IN PROX. TO ORB CRT8484) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 232
 













 4 6 a IV 92A 0,12 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
0 . I PARAMETRIC VALUES 
10.150 PSqANETRIC VAUE 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BSPO a~vo OBFW0.00SR
DELTAX 0.167 ALPHAI 0.00D EF 44.4440 SQ ZNLREF 13;3330 INMACN 3.000 ELVOST O. oO XMRP5EF 13.3330 IN
7.5280
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.0o INYHRP aGoo0 IN 
ZNRPp ,O9405 I NSCALE ...
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA11S3 MDAC BSTRCNO CANARD) IN PROX. TO ORB (RT8484) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 233
 

















10 -10 a__ 6__ z 	 4 6 __12 
.02lz -___- - 4 -__0 	 4 __ _ _ _ __ _ 
SYHBOL DELTAZ
 
A 	 o... BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 	 0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
' OSTPOW 10.0 IREF 44.4440 5Q IN10.000 51.30O 
PELTAX 0.167 ALPHAI o.000 LREF 13.3330 IN 
MACH 3.000 CLVaST 0.0 EF 13.3330 IN 
XRP 7.5280 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 0.031 0.0000 INBETA 00Rp 
ZNRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0:0U55REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA11B3 MOAC BSTRCNO CANARD) IN PROX. TO ORB CRT8484) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 234
 








AZ -10 6_ 42_a_ --. 
0 
-F 0.15 1 AAERCVLE EEEC NOMTO I 
MACH 3.000 ELVB4" .1 0.00 
ELVORDTAZ EA .0 
REEENEFIE 

























2-I -10 -8 -6 -4 0 2 4 6 a la 12 
SYMBOL UELTAZ 
O..2 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
o.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 OSTPOW 50.000 ORSPO 100.000 SREF 44.444 SQ -IN 
DELTA'X O°225 ALPHA1 0.000 LREF 13, 333 IH 
MC .0LOT .00BREF 
MAH 300 ELBTOODXMRP 
"13.3330 
7 5 280 
IN 
IN 
ELVORB 0.DO0 BETA 0.OO0 YMRP aO.. IN 
ZMRP 1:1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE a,. 55 





















-0 - -s 4 -2 0 2 4 0 a 10 12SYMSOL OSLTAZ 
o.1o BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 0.151 PARAHETRIC VALMS REFERENCE INFORMATION5*.90 INTP O 50 00 O RPO W 100.000 SREF 44 .4440 50 IN 
PELTAX 0.23z AFHAI 0.000 LREF 13.3330 IN 
BREF 13.3350 INMACH 3.005 ELVBST 0.000 XEF ?3Z30 IN 
ELVORD 0.0o0 BETA 0.000 YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
FR C FZ SCALE 0.0055 
REFEREMCE FILE AL. 
AEDC VA1 163 MOAC BSTRCNO CANARD) IN PROX. TO ORS3 (RT85) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 237
 





____ ___ _ 
- - .00 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Lii 








0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 






















£LVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.0cuo IN 
ZMRP 1. 940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALF 0.0053 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BSTR(NO CANARD) IN PROX. TO ORB CRT84OG) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 238 







o °-S -1o - 8 a @ -4 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 1 
A o.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF'ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES­
.151 ARAHETRC VALUES RFERNCE "NFORATON 
o Do  

BU SSTpO 50.00D CQBp 100.000 SREF 44.4440 so IN 
DELTAX 0.352 ALPHAI 0.000 LREF 13.333D IN
 
"BREF 13.3330 IN
MACH 3.000 ELVOST 0.000 XHRF ? 5280 IN 






AEDC VA1163 MDAC BSTR(NO CANARD) I N PROX. TO ORB CRT8486) 25 dUN 71 PAGE 239 





















SYOL TAZ 	 2 4 a 10 12 
A 0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
o 	 0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUTv REFCRNCE IMFOR$ATZON 
locuo 8STFCV 50.00D ksFpoW 100.000 SREF 44.4440 - SO IN 
DELTAX 	 0.35Z ALFHAI 0.000 LREF 13.3330 IN 
XRF 7520 IN MACH 3.000 ELY T 0.000 
ELVOYA D.000 BETA 0.000 	 YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 1.1940 IN 
SCALE .,."5
RE ERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA11S3 MDAC BSTRCNO CANARD) IN PROX. TO ORB CRT8486) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 240
 














2 10 2 4 ___ _ _
I .
 
0.120 	 BO1OSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.5 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.182 BTpO W 5 0 . 00 F w 1 0 . 000 S R F 4 4 .444 0 s o IN
 
10.1300 	 DELTAX 0.52Z ALFRAI 0.000 LgEF 13.333D IN
 
MACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.0D0 
 S''rF 13 3330 N
 




DVA13MAC 5.000N ELNARD) I.N0 PROEF TO.33 ORIN8 	 5JN71 SCAL PG RM.TNO54
oD V I ILE RI ARES N REFERENCE
0PARM 







_ _ _ _ _ _ 
-
.!2 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 	 4 6 8 Q 1 
SYMBOL DLA
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0o151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
U.I8 2 BSTPOW 50.000 CRBPOW 100.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
10.000 DELTAX Ue5zz ALPHAI 0.000 LREF 413.3330 IN 
F I a,333b IN 
HAC 3DOO O°DOXHRP IN 
MC VBT .0 000BR 

[LBST 	 7.5260 







SCALE 0:005 ,REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VA1163 MDAC BSTR[NO CANARD) IN PROX. TO ORB [RT8487) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 242
 
0 














" ~~ ~ ~~~ l t l [ 1 [ I l I ~so1 IIIl 
SYMBOL 7-11A,A .1210 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK,.-ALPHAB DEGREES0.151 PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0. 82 BSTPO 50.00D g 100.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN
 
10.°00 " Il 052 APA °D -[T LREF 13.333D 1 , 
0.2 LHI
000BREF' 
 13.-a3aa INMACH 3.000 ELYBST 0.000 
 XMRF 7.5280 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055
 
FPLEH BOFLRTHCL E E
 
AEDC VA163 MDAC 8STR(NO CANARD) IN PROX. TO ORB RT8487) 25EUN 71 PAGE 243
 






_1~a __10 -- -6
2 - 4 2- 2 4 6 in1 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZA D.12D BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB'DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o.1a BSTFOW 5D.DOD ORSPOW 1D.0O0 SR EF 44.4440 sa INz 

E F  
0-228 DELTAX 0.G391 ALPHAI 0.000 LR 13.3330 IN 
BREP 13.3330 IND.5 ACH 3.000 ELVOST 0.000 IBMRF T:5280 I ,0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BE TA 0.00 YHRP 0 .00 'a I N 
0.908 ZMR P 1., 94, IN 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE VOoos$ 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BSTCPAMB=.5PNOM) IN PROX TO ORB CRT8488) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 244
 
.4 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 








C) °. *__,,_* . . r _e____~ t e, w 





0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAE DEGREES 
0.151 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.18± OSTFOW 50.000 ORPOW 100.000 SREF 44.4440 $a IN 0.2 0 TX - *9 LPA *O LREF 13.3330 IN
0.tta 0391ELTAX BREF 13.3330 IN
0.352 MACH 3.000 £LVBST 0.000 XHRF 7.5280 IN0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YIRP 0.0000 ZN 
0.008 
 ZNRP 1.1940 N 
la.0D REFERENCE FILE SCALE .0055 
AEDC VAIIG3 MOAC BSTCPAMB=.5PNOM) IN PROX TO ORB CRT8488) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 245
 














-0 - -6 -4 -2 _0 0 2 4 a lo 
D.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
'C.151 FARAMTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATION
 
0.12 SSTFCQ 50.00D ORBFOW 100000 SREF 444440 sa IN
2 

- °Zz -01391 -0HAI - - LRF 13 3330 INDELTAX 

r .362 MACH 5.000 0VSP 000000 SREF 13,3330 IN 
599.0 EISSST 0.000 XHRF 7.5280 IN 
0.99 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YNRP 0.000 IN 
0.9D ZNRF 1.1940 IN 
CALE 0.O055
10.000 REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1L63 MDAC BSTCPAMB=.5PNOM) IN PROX TO ORB CRT8488) 25-JUN 71 PAGE 246
 
















- 4rf& z -- --6 -0 -4 -9 G 2 4 6 8 10 12 
A o.sea BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 .159 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.162 flTPO* 50.000 MaSp" 100.000SE 4.40 QI 
0.220 nLTAX - 0.144 ALPHAl 0.000 LREF 13.330 IN 
0.5 ACH 30o 000BR 13.3330 IN
EVBT Ef
L--3, 0.5 £ V O*DOXMRP 7,32an IN
0 ¢H 

0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0D.o0 YMRP 7 20 IN
 
0.908 ZMRP 5.1940 IN
 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE ... 055,
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BST(PAMB=.5PNOM) IN PROX TO ORB CRT849 3 25 JUN 71 PAGE 247
 












, .120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0o5 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 0.182 STFO 50.000 ORPO 100.000 SREF 44.4440 se IN 
R o2zS DELTAX 0.144 ALPHAI 0.000 LREF 13.3330 IN 
Cs 0.52aEF 133330 IN 5 M- 3.0 00 ELVBS T XMRp 1:52 8 , INACH .00 

0.599 ELVORB 
 0000 BETA 0.000 
 YMNP 0. a 00 IN 






AEOC VA 1-L13 MOAt BST[PAMB=.5PNON) IN PROX TO ORB CRT8489] 25 JUN 71 PAGE 248 




< .- __ 
Z .07 
21 .0".0 3 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 
u­
.05 
.*0 2_i_____ -10 21 6 a __ _ nl 
SYMBOL IETAZ 
A o.Szo BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAS DEGREES 
AE.0V116 0.151 MDAC__ PARAMETRICBSCAM=5NO)I VALUES PO O R (T4)2 UN7 REFERENCEAG INFORMATION4 
{ 0 1 2 S TP O t W 0 . c o o C S P O A 0 . 0 0 0 o nr 4 4 4 4 4 0 Z Q I N 
o-2 e DELTAX - 0.144 *LPHAI 0.D009 LREF 13.3330 IN 






BREFYMRP 13.3330 7 5aso0:0000 
IN 
ININ 
0.908 ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
0.00 REFEREC FILE IN P.R2 NA 
AEDC VA 1,163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 













IYL~- -. .t25 LT0 
0­
-. 30LEF __.3_N 
0 a 1S 1220 	 2 412 -10 -, .6 -4 SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
U.182 0STPOW 50.000 OROFOW 100.000 	 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.22 	 OELTAX - 0.D20 ALFHAI 0.000 BREF 13.3330 IN 
X3R3 .5200 IN0.552 MACN 5.000 ELVOST 0.030 MC 0.0. ELVO ETA 0.000 xYRF 0.$oo0 IN 




AEDC VA11S3 MOAC BST(PAMB=.5PNOM) IN PROX TO ORB CRT8490) 25 JUN 71 !PAGE 250
 







-12 so - 6 a - 4 -- 204 6 a 10 12 
STUQ DE80LTA, 
..12 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.15$ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .182 0STPCW 50.000 ORSFOW 100.00D SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.226 DELTAX 0.020Z ALPHAI 0.000.BREF LREF 13.3330 ININ
 
0599 ELV 0.000 BETA .. o2 40 Im 
socoDo ZMRP 1 .1440 IN 
R EFERENCE SCALE N.0$5
FI 

AEDC VA11 3 SDAC BST.PAMB=.5PNOM) IN PROX TO ORB CRTN490) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 251
 











.02 1 -8 -6 -4 -2 a 2 4 	 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
A a'12D 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0o.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
... z 8STPW 50.000 ORFCW 100.0O0a REF 44.4440 sa IN 
0.226 VELTAX - 0.02 ALPHAI 0.0O0 	 LREF 13.3330 IN0 

BREF 13.3330 IN
0.352 MACH 3.000 ELVSST 0.000 	 XMRP 7.5280 IN
0.599 ELVORS V.DDo BETA 0.000 	 IMRF .Oo IN
 
.0 	000 3 140 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE .. 0005 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BSTIPAMB=.SPNOM) IN PROX TO ORB RT84 ) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 252
 
.15 














____ ,____ I____ 
-12 - 8 -6 - 2 46810 Z 
SYNS.0 DELTAZ DA .120 BOOSTER ANGLE CF ATTACK, ALPHAE DEGREES 
O:±S2 *AAANETRIC VALUES RNFERENCL INFORMAtION 
02 BSTPOIJ 50.000 0 BF0 100.000 SREF 44.4440 30 ZN0.552 OELTAX 0.042 ALPNAI 0.000 LflF :5.ZSSO IN 
" SRCF 13.53 0 INt0,*000 SACS 5,000 £LYBST 0.000 XHRP ?.5200 IN 
ELVOS 0.000 OETA 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN -
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FIta SCALE P.0055 
AEDC VA113 MOAC BSTCPAMB=.SPNOM) IN PROX TO. ORB CRTB4SI) 25-JUN 71 PAGE 253 
















A .120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES
 
R FERENCE NFOR ATIONIR .1 2 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
SRF 44.4440 SQ IN 
L R F 1 3 . 3 3 3 0 I N.28 BSTOW 
0.000 CBP w 10.00 

. 0 0 
C 0 3 5 2 E L T A X 0 .4 2 A L F A I 
IN
 




E V O R S . 0 0 0 B TA 0 . 90 
INN 1. 1940 1 N 
SCALE 0 055 
REFERENCE FILE 

25 UN 71 PAGE 254AEDC VAl163 NDAC STCPAB=.5PNON) IN PROX TO ORB CRT8491) 

AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 








-- -- 8 -- -2
Z 0~L-- --4 a _~__TA_ Z 4 6 8 10 12 
A .120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.102 PARAMETRIC VALUES " REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.220 OSTPW 50.0130 MBF ID0.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
CN 0.352 OETAX 0.0.2 A&PHAI 0.9000 LREF 13.3330 IN 
1000 MC L03iOD .0 REF 13.3330 IN'
 
;D'O0 £YBTHAC .O*00XMRP 7.5280 IN
OG 

ELYMB 0.000 BETA 0.000 Y14RP OODG . IN 
fMRP 1.194 , IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1I6i MDAC BST(PAMB=.5PNOM) IN PROX TO ORB CRT849I) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 255
 
















0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 SSTFCW 5DoDOO ORSPOW 1130.000 SREF 44.444U so in 
a-ZZS VELTAX 0.104 ALPMAI o.vap LREF 13.3330 1. 
0.5 REF 13.3330 IN 5 M.A C H 3 1 0 0 0 L V S T 0 . 0 0 0 X M P 7 5 8 0 I N0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0. 00DO IN 
0.908 ZMRP S.1940 IN 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VAI1G3 MDAC BSTCPAMB=.5PNOM) IN PROX TO ORB CRT8492) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 256
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L R F 1 31 o353 3 a C 0 I NI N 0 -2 2 8 V E TA X 0 ,1 4 BRF 1. 3 3 3 D INA L P H A l 0 .0 0 9 RE 

. 0 35 2 "AC ' 3 .000 V
f: ST D ,D Do 
YMRP .0000194  NZR 
BEA .000 

- .900 SCA LE

E.SLVORS 0.000 0 055 
* $ 0 00 REEF R0NC E F I L E 
UN 71 PAGE 257
 
AEDC VA113 HDAC BST(PAM=.PNOM) IN PROX TO ORB CRT84923 
25 












-10 - a III1--°031VEL-- 6 -4 2 z 4 6 a 
o .120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.51PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
., BSTPO W 50.000 CRUOW loo0 oull SREF 44.444 0 n
iQ 
O°22S DELTAX 0.104 ALFHAI 0.000 LREF 13:3330 SiN0L3OST 0.00
.ACH 3.000 XELVORS 0.00D BETA _HRF 13 .3330 IN
0.599 03ZBREF 0.000 7 200 in  
0.900. ZMRP 1 1940 IN0 o00 REF FILE 0r0 T55ARENCC SCALE 
AEDC VA1LG3 MDAC BSTCPAMB=.5PNOM) IN PROX TO ORB CRT8492) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 258
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00 	 .J .. . . . . 
i-. 05____ 
U- --	 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
S-n -o - - 4 -	 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL OFTAZ 
A ..120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 '. 151 PARAMETRIC VALVES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D.'12 
 03TPW 50.000 ORBFW 100.000 	 BREF 44.4440 Be LN 
DZ2S VELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI 0.000 LREF 13.3330 1 N 
032 MC .0 VST .00BREF 13.3330 IN 
O.:SZ ELVBTNACH 3.000 XRP 80 IOO , 	 7. 

10.000 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YHmRP 0 ,"2"" ' N 
ZMRP 1.1940 1N 
SCALE 0.0055
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BSTEPAMB=.SPNOM) IN PROX TO ORB CRT8493) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 259
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SYMBOL VELTAZso4e 0120o BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES R E F E R N C E I NF O R A T O N 
A R A E T R C A L U E S
0: 2 _ 
5 0 0 0 0 O p w lo . S R F 4 4 . 4 4 4 0 S a n0 .1 2 B S T P C v a s 
LREF 13.3430 IN
 
B S . I N

0.220 DELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI 0.aoQ 

X R E 3 3 3 0 





EOO . 0 0 0 T A DD o o 
 Y R F . 0 0 D I N 







AEDC VAl 163 MDAC BSTCPAMB=.5PNOM) IN PROX TO ORB CRT84 3) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 260 
__ 
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TA 0- 6 - 4 2 9 3 2 4 " 6 t o1 1 2 
9.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 








3.a a LBT 
0 52 WCLOT 




D . Bo_ 
LREF 
BREF 
¥ _R _ 






1 , I N 
ZXRP 1.4. IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE a.Bass 
AEDC VA1163 MDAE BST(PAM8=.SPNOM) IN PROX TO ORB CRT84931 25 JUN 71 PAGE 2GI 
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-- 4D-10 a-8 - 6 -a - 2 4SYMBOL VeLYAz 
A .120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAS DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 . 1 8 2 B S T O W 0 0 0 0 O R S P O 1 0 . 0 0 0 S R F 4 4 4 4 4 0 aG I N 
0oZZS DELTAX O.Z27 ALPHAI 0.000 LREF 13:3330 $1 I N
1 3 3 3 3 0 

0.$99 ELVORS 0000 BETA 0.000 YM Rp a BUD IN
 










AEDC VA1163 MDAC BST(PAMB=.5PNOM) IN PRox TO ORB CRT8494] 25 JUN 71 PAGE 262 

















- 1 - 4 2 0 2 4 6 SYBO,! Ll -t -- a 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 0 Sao REFER NC INFOR A TION
 
: 151l PARAME TRIC VAL E S 
0.18a BSTPOW 50.000 QSP OW 10 .00 REF 13.3330R 4 .440 IN$0I 
.- LR r 13.3j0 IN 0.000






NCH 3.0GOOX ZHRp 000 " I ,0.5 EVBT yN F










25 UN 71 PAGE 263
AEDC VAI163 DAC BSTPAMB=.5PNOM) IN PROX TO ORB CRT494) 









o .08 BSTFOW ___._ 4 4s 
12 a 1 -1 
t.o _1 .
 
. R05 FILE FA.0P E SCALE 





18 3 0 
264 
12 
0.162 BSTFO 50.000 CRVFOW :00.00 SR 44.440 0 IN 
D.E9LTAX 0.227 EALFA 0.00YR ,O0 
G OG Mt1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055 
R rERENCE FILE 
AEIJC VA11S3 MOAC BSTCPAMBZ.5PNOM) IN PROX TO ORB CR18494) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 264 
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A .120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 





























REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEC VA1"IG3 MOAC BSTCPAMS=.5PNOM) IN PROX TO ORB CRT8495) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 265 















-2 -D -- 8 -6 -4 - 2 0 Z 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
i 0120A BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES, 
0 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D.182 BSTF 5o0 OSVPOS 10:000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN80.22 CELTAX 0.51 ALPHAI 0.00a LREF 13.3330 IN 
REF 13.S330 IN0.5 ACH 3.000 ELVSST O.Dov B.RRF lTsz.. I
.599 ELVORB Doo ETA .000 yHRF . 000 IN 
10.000 ZMRF 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE
 
AEDC VAIIG3 MDAC BSTCPAMB=.SPNOM) IN PROX TO ORB (RTS495) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 266
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.0-4 0 4 6 a IQ 12 
SYMBOL - LT.
A .190 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENC6 INFORMATION 
0.02 6STPOW 00.000 Ceapo 100.000 3Rr 4,440 3 IN 
0.220 DELTAX 0.351 ALPHAI a.000 LREF 13.3330 IN 
00LVCQ 0°001.32 MC:aoEYS 0:00BREF. 0a YRP 0: 0 n ININ13.3330
. ETA 
3G0 L ,D XMRF 7 528 N
0.3599 AH 

0.0 0 Z1P 1° 0 _14 IN
 
RFERENCS FAL ALAPHAL.DEG 
AEDC VA1R3 DAC BSTCPAM=.5PNOM) IN PROX TO ORB 25 JUN 71 ERTB4B53 2G7
PAGE 















SY MB D E TA - -ID a- 6 4 0 4 a 1 0 1 2O 8 - -- 2 6 
0.121 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
0.151 ARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0O .8 Z eSTP CW 50,DDO O p w 100 .0OO SREF 4 . 4 D a I
 
0.228 DELTAX 0.522 ALPHAZ 0.000 










,ZMR p 1 .19 " IN 
10.00D REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VAI163 MDAC BST(PAMB.5PNOM) IN PROX TO ORB [RT8€96)" 25 JUN 71 PAGE 268
 







o .2____ ____IL 
LL 
.1­
. -to - -4 -0 2 4 10 12 
SYMBO DELTAZ 
A 0:ISOBOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.12 OSTPW 50.000 QRBPOW I1J0.0 SREF 44.4440 so IN 
0.2Z$ DELTAX 0.5z2 ALPNAI 0.000 LREF 13.5330 IN95ZBREF 13.3330 IN
 
0.S MACH 3.100 ELVBST 0.000 XBRF 7.5280 Zn 
0.599 ELVORS 
 O.iO BETA 0.000 RF a 0000.904 ZMRP 1.1940 ININ 
10.000 fFrRCNCE FLE SCALE 0.00 5 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BSTCPAMB=°SPNOM) IN PROX-TO ORB CRTS4961 25 JUN 71 PAGE 269
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lo1 12SYMBOLD 8- 4 a2 a z 4 a 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB-OEGREES
 
0.16 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.1$Z 0STpCW4 $0.000 ORSPW 100.00D SREF 44.4440 so iN 
0.-98 DELTAX 0.52Z ALFHAJ " '00 L2EF 13.3530 IN0
0.5 REF 13.$330D IN
G. 5 ACH 3.0 00 LV S T 0.D XHR ' 7.5280 IN
O/.io ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP .O 
 IN
 
0.9 MRP 140 IN
 
10.000 REFERSCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA 1163 HDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 






-* -10 a 4 2 0 2 4 6 a to it 
BOOSTER ANP'LE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
symamI DELTA2 PARAMETRZC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATI ON 
0 0.2Z BSYFCW 100.000 Omapow 0.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 




NACBST 3DO00oE 0XNRP 7.5280 IN 
ELVCQB 0.000 BETA 0.000 VNRP D.UO00 IN 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8497) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 271
 
7 AEUC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT KACH NBR 3















Cyo DELTAZ PARAETRI VALUES REERNENFRATO 
1 BRE 3330 IN_ 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
SYMB l OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES *REFERENCE INFORNATION 
Q 0.22 BSTPOW ±0.000O CRP t 0.000- SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
-DELTAX - 0.3$0 ALPHAI o.oon LREF i3.5530 IN 
MACHl 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 BREFXNRP 13.3550 ?.5l8D ININ 
ELVOB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF i114D IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCAL 
a. 55 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS497) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 272 

















BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
av Ca. OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFOR MATION 
{ 	 0.122 SSTFOV 100.000 CQBPO 0.000 5REF 44.4440 SQ IN 
VELTAX - O39 ALPHAI OoOO0 LRE, 13.3330 IN 
"R F 13 33 0 IN 
HA IJ 3.000 ELVOST 0.000 XMRF 7,5280 IN 
CLVCRS 0.0DO SCTA O.ODD a~o OD IYHRF .
 
ZNRF 1 .1940 1N
SCALE v .005RFE0N0E FILE 

AEOC VA1163 MBAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER RT81971 25 JUN 71 PGE 273
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
.105 
I- _- _-__ -. . .... _ 












-. 5 	 2 
2 -t0 -a -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
SYMBOL DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0.115 BSTPOW 100.000 CQSFCO 0.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
DELTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI 0.000 LREF :3.3330 IN
 
BREF ±3.3330 IN
MACH 3.000 ELVOST 0.000 	 XNRP 7.5280 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 11940 IN 
SCALE 
 0.0055
 RV1BRETcE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RTB4SS) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 274
 









'- .5 ______ 
LL. 
z 
4 a 0 2 4 6 a to *a 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
;YNBt DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION Q 0.115 DSTPOW 100.000 RSFPOW 0.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
OELTAX U.143 ALPHAI 0.0DO LIEF 13o333 $N 
BREF 13.5330 IN 
NACN 3.000 ELViS?r .000 XNRP 7.5280 IN 
ELVORD 0.000 BETA '6.000 yM0p 000 IN 
ZNRP 1.t940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VAI-163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXI1ITY TO OREITER-(RTS498) 25 JUN 71 . PAGE -275
 
.12 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
U .08 















-°% -10 --B - 4 - 2 4 6 a is 12 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAR DEGREES
 
SYNBL DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o. 
1 1 5  
BSTPOW 100.000 C$FOW 0.000 SREF 44.4440 50 ZN 
DELTAX - 0.143 ALPHAZ 0.000 LREFBREF 13.33301 3.3350 ININ 
MACH 3.000 ELVOST O.oo XMRP 7.5I80 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA, 0.000 YORP 0.0000 IN 
ZfRP 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA11 3MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT849B3 25 JUN 71 PAGE 276
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
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BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB" OEGREES
 
SYMBOL 	 DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0,114 	 SSTFOW 100.000 ORSPOW 0.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
CELTAX - 0.01$ ALPHAI 0.000 LREF 13.3330 IN SREF 13: 3330 Z 
MACH 3.000 ELVOST 0.000 XNRP 7.520 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VAI113 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8499) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 277
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 







-!Zg -10 - -6 --4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 lz 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL Q DEL.TAZ .114 SSTP- PARAMETRIC YALUES IOD.000 Ow 0.000 REFERENCE INFORMATION SREF 44.444n SQ IN 
DELTAX - .019 ALPHAI 0.000 LREF 13 3330 1 , 







ELVMS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 1.1940 1N 
REFERENCE FILE SAE 005 
AEDC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT84BB] 25 JUN 71 PAGE 278
 













-IC..00 ELOS 000 
oZ : ______­.o ' 
AE0C VA1163_ M__BOSENPRXMTYTRITRT89) 2 JN7 PG
 
.00 _O___ __O _ YRP_,OO 

EEIENCE FILE SCALEF 
srDCtoot OtLTZ G BOOS4TER I PRXVIYTAOBIEURTESS2 PAFEEINO 7ATJN7 G  

CL 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 
r-r- -i-r i-rr lrr -r-rwr

.201 -r--rr r-r-r rrr -r-rw 
















-. - _12 - 10 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF 44.4440 SQ IN

.1 5 STPOW 10,00D O w 0.000 
LREF 13.333C IN
DELTAX 0.043 ALPHAI 0.000 

SREF 13 3330 IN
 
MACH 3.000 ELVSST 0.DO0 XMRF 7.5280 IN 






25 JUN 71 PAGE
AEDC VAIG3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER 4RT8500]280 












____-6 _-N02__ _ _____ 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
SYNBOL OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE ZNFORMATIO o 0.115 BSTPOW ±00.000 SPOW 0.0o0 - SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
VELTAX 0.043 ALPHA: O.G00 LREF 13.3330 ZN 
NACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 SRSF 133330 ZN 
ELVORB 0.003 BETA 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 
0.0055 
AEDC VAI1S3 MDAC BOCTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8500) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 281 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 














,) -10 - -4 -	 2 A 6 to 12 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB, DEGREES
 
SYNBOL- PELTAZ PARAHETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.115 BSTPOW t00o.00 ORSPOW 0.OO0 	 SRCF 44.4440 SQ IN 
DELTAX 0.043 ALFHAI 0.000 	 CR"r 13.3330 1"F 13 .BREF ±3,3330 IiiXHRP 7.510 INMAIN 3.000 ELVB6T 0.00 
ELVOfRS 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YNRP 0.000 IN 
ZHRP 1.1940 in 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8500) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 282
 















BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
SYMBOL DELTAZ" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0.116 -8STPOW 100.00f ORBPOW 0.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ-IN 
ALPHAI 43.asadDELTAX 0.105 0.000 LREF 1333 INBREF N 
MACH 3.00a ELYBS? 0.000 -ISR~ 13M3 I XHRP 7.5280 INYMRP 0.0000o I NELVOQ6 0.000 BETA 0.000 
ZMRP 1.2940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 





AEDC VA I163"MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 









0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _N 
a 104
a 24 --2
,!-z -.- 6 




SNOL OLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SRF 44.4440 s IN
 
0 0 16 BSTPOW 190.000O RSFOW .000 

E L T A X .1 0 5 A L P H A I 0 .0 0 0 
 SRE F 1 3 o3 3 3 0 I N
 
X R P 7 5 2 8 0 I N
A CH 3 .0 0 0 IE L V S T 0 .0 0 

. 0 0 0 IN
Y R P   0 .0 0 






.25 JUN 71 PAGE 284
 
AEDC VAI.13 MDAc BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER RTB501) 

_ _ _ _ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 















*-1 6 - 4 -0 in 12 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
SYMBOL OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.115 SSYPQW 100.000 ORSPOW 0.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
F 

0ELTAX 0.105 ALPHAI 0.AZ0 LR 13.3330 IN
 
BREF 13.3330 IN
MACH 3.000 ELVOST 0.000 XNRP 7.5200 IN 
LVRB 0.000 BETA 0.000 y0ap O.0000 IN 
ZNRP 11940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE' 0,905
 
AEDC'VA11S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT850) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 285
 
___________ _______ 























tHVLA 0.6 000BREF 
MACH 3.000 ELVSST 0.000 
E&.VCQB 0.000 BETA 0.000 
R{FE NC£FIL[SCALE 






SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
13.3330 IN 
13 3330 IN 
X'RP 7:5 280 IN 
YMRP :01 Boo IN 
ZMRF _ __940 IN 
D055 









BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHAB DEGREES
 
3vma ¢ DELTAZ PARAHMTIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORNATlC0 
0 	 0.117 83TFCW 100.000 c BpOw 0.000O SREF 44.4440 so IN 
D TX OGO AFHZ LREF 13.3330eAG 	 IN
 
- .1 _ _EF 15o333D _, IN 
MACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 lHRP 7 5280 I 
ELVORB 0,000 BETA aocaO YmRP 0.000a IN 
' 19P IN°J40 

SCA£C a *05REFERENCE FILE 

AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8502) 25 JUN 71. PAGE 287
 
-EOC"VA 1f03 D BOOSTER AND ORBI TER TEST DATA -AT MACH NUMBER 3
 












• ,-0 0 
.+...:: +.... .:--... BOOSTER (NLEF X'TTAtKi ALPH 



















AEDC VA 1163 HDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
 


















-1' 2 -10 - - 1 - 1 2 1, 2 4 10 l 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
SYMBol DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0.117 BSTPOW 00.000 moPOW 0.000 SREF 44.4440 Se IN 
OELTAX 0.a2e ALPHAZ 0.000 LREF 13.3330 IN 
BREF 13.3330 IN 
MACH 5.000 ELVOST 0.00 XMRP 7.5280 IN 
LLVORD 0.000 BETA 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1,1940 IN 
SCAL 0.0055FILEREFERENCE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS503) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 289
 
I 








IDETA I0kZ ,CNi 000LE 333 
iYNSCI: 
- .1 
*ET~ PA ERCVL t REFEENC INFORATIO 
4 
-. ,-,W•- ~eS-i-BRF 13 50 I 
SCAL.P.HA5
'R~rkhilei od 
AEDC VAI'I,63 ,MDAC,BbOST0R*,--N PRAOXI M ITY TO. ORBIrTER CRT8503) 25"JUN 71 PAGE 230 
_____ _____ 
AEDOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT.MACH NUMBER 3
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-012.. 10 - - 64 	 6820 In 1 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
SYMBOL DELTAZ FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0.117 80TPO 100.000 ORSPOW 0.000 SRCF 44.4440 so IN 
DELTAX 0.228 ALEHAI 0.000 	 LREF 13.3330 IN 
EREF 13.3330 IN 
MACH 3.000 ELVBST 0.000 
 XMRF 7.5280 IN
 
ELVOR8 O.0DO BETA 0.000 	 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055RreReNCE FILE 
AEDOC VA'1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8503) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 291
 





6 4 2 2 4 6 8 so 12 
BOOST.ER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB -DEGREES
 
Wwfl VELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.18 0.000 44.44 SQ 
VZLTAX QGi l! ALPHAI 6.00D LREF 13.3330 IN 
BREF 13 3330 IN 
KA1 3.000 ELVST 0.000 XmgP 7:528 a IN 
ELVONS 0.900 BETA a.vanl.. YR O. ouD IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
0 *| STPW" |oo.ousO SPOW SREF 0 IN 
.05 
REFERENCE ieSAE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN 'PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT85041 25 JUN 71 PAGE 292
 
.1 











_ __ I*___ 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
sYNOa DLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE LNFORMATON 












ELVORO 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZIRP 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEOC VA1IS3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER ERT8504) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 293 

















1203 -S10- - • - 4 - 4 4 .L	 ItJ.2t. 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
SYMBOL DELTAZ PARAHETRIC VALUE$ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0.18 BSTPOW 100.100 QRHPOW, 0.006 SREF 44.4440 se IN 
OELTAX 0.352 ALPAI a.o0 LREF 13.330 IN 
BREF ±3.3350 INNX P 7.528NACH 3.000 ELVOST 0.000 
ELVORB o.Opo BETA 0.000 	 YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1 IN5.1940
F' 	 SCALE 0.0055FLEREFERENCE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT85043 25 JUN 71 PAGE 294
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BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
SYNBC DELTA2 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREMCE I NFORMATION 
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U ____ ____. ____ ___ 
-4.3 -10 - 8 4 - 2 I_ 4 a _6 to_ 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
4yM O,. VETAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERNCE INFORMATION 
0,$17 BSTPW 1O0.000 CRBP '10.000 SREF 44.4440 sa IN 
09LTAX 0.522 4LPHAI , .,00 LR EF 13.3330 IN 
8REF 13.3330 IN 
MACH 3.000 ELVSST OCooD 
 XMRP 7.5280 IN 
EuVofi 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRp 1.1940 in 
RCF£RENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
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AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 3
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-t 	 4 2 4 6 1 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
SYms" CELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0.117 BsTPO 100.000 QRSFOW U.000 SREF 44.4440 SQ IN 
DELTAX 0.522 ALPHAI C.000 LREF :5.3530 N 
BREF IS.3330 iNMAC" B.000 ELBSTZ 0.U0a 	 XNRP 7.520 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YNRP 0.0000 in 
ZNRP 1.940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VAI163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY-TO ORBITER CRT8505) 25 JUN 71 PAGE 297
 
